
FOIAIPA NO: "C

%RECORDS BEING RELEASED IN PART

Pursuant to the requirements of Vaughn v. Rosen', the following types of information are being
withheld:

Ex. 3:--1 Information about the design, manufacture, or utilization of nuclear weapons
Elnformation about the protection or security of reactors and nuclear materials
EContractor proposals not incorporated into a final contract with the NRC
I-lOther

Ex. 4:- Proprietary information provided by a submitter to the NRC
"Other

Ex. 5 :-" Draft documents (D.P. Privilege)
r-lCorrespondence deliberating a proposed action (D.P. Privilege)
E--Records prepared by counsel in anticipation of litigation (A.W.P. Privilege)
E-"Privileged communications between counsel and a client (A.C. Privilege)
E-- Other

Ex. 6:[Wgency employee PII, including SSN, contact information, birthdates, etc.
E-]Third party P11, including names, phone numbers, or other identifying information

Ex. 7(A):--Copies of ongoing investigation case files, exhibits, notes, ROI's, etc.
• IRecords that reference or are related to a separate ongoing investigation(s)

Ex. 7(C):ElSpecial Agent or other law enforcement PHI
''-PII of third parties referenced in records compiled for law enforcement purposes

Ex. 7(D):--l Witnesses' and Allegers' PIH in law enforcement records
E-'Confidential Informant or law enforcement information provided by other entity

Ex. 7(E): E--Law Enforcement Technique/Procedure used for criminal investigations
-- Technique or procedure used for security or prevention of criminal activity

Ex. 7(F): [- Information that could aid a terrorist or compromise security
[]Retired Law Enforcement personnel
[-Witnesses or unknown individuals who have participated in enforcement activity

Other/Comments: 01"T o- ý ,Sý 0 S 1 "

Vaughn v. Rosen, 484 F.2d 820, 827 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 977 (1974); See also, Mead Data Central,
hIc. v. United States Department of the Air Force, 566 F.2d 242, 251 (D.C. Cir. 1977) (encouraging agencies to provide
requesters "with sufficient detail about the nature of the withheld documents and its exemption claims at the administrative
level").



From:
To:
Subject: RE: Oisirin iegardrQ 4tsk ,Isstues - Salem U Tr"orer --Confernic et iO s (FE. 14, 2014.,-12:40 PMFT -Cnf#•
ow: Friday, I-webruiy 14, 2014 12:38;42 PM

Thx-we are On cCall with pra folks

From; Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 12:32 PM
To: Khanna, Meena; Cook, William; Chung, Donald
Cc: Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonils, Adam, Matharu, Gurcharan; Stuchell, Sheldon: Benner, Eric
Subjfect RE: Discussion regsding Risk Issues - Salem U2 Transformer --Conference Details (FEB 14,
2014-- 12:40 PM ET--Conf# , I"
Importance: High ýý6)

Additionai information form Singh attached,

John



To; 12'wdv IiJr FL. Wk n,; I I L' Lh 1 .1, 4 Ne , '!N:

Subject- RE, SLiI 24 SPT- PSEG tque.uip Lek.c
Date; Fridy, Februay 14, 21114 9:51:57 AH

Let me chase one down. Ouf office doesn'l official!y open till 10 ain dije to the snow. so
staffing is thin right now,

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:36 AM
To: Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Oraixton, Mark; Dumont, Louis: Ott, Card; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Subject RE: SLM - 24 SPT- PSEG requesting teicon

Dorald" C'hung is the HC, PRA, DOo e h ;e a Region SRA designated Yet and will they be
on the cil?

Thanks,
John

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8:50 AM
To: Bardey, Richard; Dentel, Glenn- Draxton, tark •mo•t, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonrs, Adam
Cc: Finney., Patrick
Subject: SLM. - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting t n

PSEG requesting telcon at 1100 wi Glenn, John Hughey. residents. any otAer parfies.
Call to preliminarily discuss situati-n and PSEG intent. PSEG attendees to include Paul
Duke, Kevin Chambliss, Larry Wagner, John Perry.

(b)(6)

Pat F inn,
Saem SRI
856-935.•3850



From;
To,
Cc,

Suibject,
Date;

RF: Bridge Uric For I11am Cat w~ht PSiEG and Regin for Salaem U2 NOED PrefiminW ry formaton.
Friday, February 14, 2014 9:44,33 AM

John,
John,
Do you have any background as to whai the iscensee is requesting?

Singh

From: Hughey, John
Sent Friday, February 1.4, 2014 9:41 AM
To: Stuchell, Sheldon; Khanna, Meena; Chung, Doi
Mathem, Roy
Cc. Lund, Louise
Subject: Bridge Line For 1.1am Call with PSEG an<
Importance: High

Preliminary information NOED cal! at I/6z

n1, Jacob; Matharu, Gurcharan;

for Salem U12 NOED Preliminary Information

im for Salem Li2 transformer replacement.

Fomrn Finney, Patrick /
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8ý0 AM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentei, Glenh; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Zledonis, Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLM - 24 SPT -.PSEG requestm telcon

PSEG requesting,.telcon at 1100 with Glenn, John Hughey, residents, any other parties.
Call to preliminadly discuss 5ituation and PSEG intent. PSEG attendees to include Paul
D~ke, Kevin Chambliss, rry Wagner, John Perry.

(b)(6)

tat. rnney

Salem SRI

956-935-3850

¶773



It

Heater, Keith

From: Cray, Mel
5gt Friday, February 14, 2014 11:36 AM
To: Rogge, John
Sublet FW: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information

Importance High

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:09 AM
To: Cook, William
Cc: Gray, Met
Subjeet FW: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importance: High

Seems they have been monitoring the transformer condition for some time, The plan is to replace it since the
gassing hit a threshold. The problem is they can't get it done in time.

F ~ tuch ll Sh ld n /....................i ....... ... ........

Sent, ?d. r 14 9:31 AM
To: Hughey, John; Chung, Donald; Finney, Patrick, Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis;
Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes, Brandon; Zledonis, Adam
Cc: Khanna, Meena; Mendiola, Anthony; Holonich, Joseph; Cruz, Holly; Bahadur, Sher; Lund, Louise; Monninger, John
Subject: RE: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information

All,

As the NOED Program Manager, and t1: Process Expert for this upcoming call, I wanted to elaborate a bit on
the information provided below by Joh Hughey.

As noted in IMC 0410, we definitely refer to keep most NOED completion times to no more than 72
hours. This gives the licensee the S completion time plus the 72 hours to complete corrective
maintenance. The overall reaso or this, is that we. the NRC HQ staff, should be able to process most
amendment requests in 72 hou in an emergency or exigent request, and the majority of NOEDs can and are
completed in less than 72 houu. That gives us the 72 hours to review an amendment. So, we try our best to
keep the 72 hour period, but i s not a ruie and not cast in concrete. (I also didn't want to have a "no-limit
stated In the IMC, and wante to have some time limit for both us and licensees to strive to)

If during a NOED call, the C staff can analyze the situation, and within the short time period of the call, can
determine that, with comp satory measures, the license can continue to operate the plant within normal work
control levels of risk, thenthere is usually no reason not to grant enforcement discretion, If during the call, the
staff can only determine e plant can operate for a short period of time, then that is what we grant. If we can
determine that a license can operate for 10 days, then that is OK as long as the licensee has done everything
possible to have averte the situation. If the staff decides that we could grant enforcement discretion for only
60 hours, but that we n d to do additional analysis, then an amendment is appropriate and the NOED gets
them the extra time for us to review the amendment. When all is said and done, the licensee is basically
providing and submitting the same information for a NOED or an amendment, but it is the NRC staff that is
rushed to make the decision and any RAIs are verbal. (it doesn't make a Mot of sense, if we force the 72 hour
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limit, and the licensee submits the amendment, and we give them the extra time anyway. All we did, was
make work for everyone.)

Its afl about the risk. Can we determine and state that the licensee can continue to operate within normal work
control levels of risk during the period of enforcement discretion? What compensatory measures have they
implemented to reduce risk? If we believe that risk will rise above normal work control levels, then we do not
grant enforcement discretion.

I hope this helps. Any questions, please respond.

Sheldon

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8:53 AM
To: Stuchell, Sheldon; Chung, Donald
Cc: Kharma, Meena
Subject: FW: SL,3 - 24 Staton Power Xfmr gassing - ]nitnI informnaUon
Imporance! High

Donald and Sheldon,

Here is the information we have at this time. There may be an I 1:00am preliminary phone call with the
licensee this morning and I will get you the bridge line information if that occurs.

As we discussed, the licensee will need as much as 120 hours past the 72 hour rule of thumb for NOED
durations (a total NOED time of -192 hours). In discussing this with Sheldon Stuchell, I understand that we
will generally extend the NOED duration for the entire amount of time requested if the information we receive in
the NOED request, and the time we have to analyze it, allow us to make the determination that the risk is
acceptable for the entire outage time required. If not, then we need the licensee to submit an emergency TS
amendment with additional. information.

1,a orking from home today and you can reach me at home al(b)(6) or on my cell •(b)(6) 7
()6ifmy home phone doesn't pick up for some reason.

Than4
Joh n

John Hughey
Salem/ Hope Creek/ TMI Project Manager
NRR - Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Phone. 301-415-3204
e-mail; John. Hugbevyenr-.gov

From: Finney, Pat*i*c
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 4: 18 PM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louls; Hughey, John; Ott, Catol; Reyes, Brandon; Zledonis,
Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject SLH - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial Information
Importance: High
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Bottom line up frfnt: Salem Unit 2 is in a 72 hr Shutdown LCO that expires at 1356 on Sunday due to de-
energizing the 24 Station Power Xfmr (SPT). This places Salem 2 in a Yellow risk condition based on all three
vital busses being supplied from the same offste power source,

Ekcll: Shift Manager called the SRI at 1530 today, At 0030 this morning, Ops received a 24 SPT alarm for
gassing. PSEG obtained an initial reading of 105 ppm ethylene but was not able to obtain a followup sample
since the Chevron monitoring system malfunctioned. Ops decided to implement the Adverse Condition
Monitoring (ACM) plan guidance on the xfmr (already in place) that the xfmr should be unloaded if ethylene
exceeded 100 ppm. Loads were transferred to the 23, SPT. Subsequently, the 24 SPT had another
alarm. PSEG obtained initial and confirmatory readings of 203 or so ppm ethylene. Ops implemented the next
step in the ACM that directs de-energization of the xfmr. This placed Salem 2 in a 72 hr S/D LCO at 1356 hrs
due to being on a single source of offsite power. Salem 2 has 3 vital busses and 2 offsite power xfmrs along
with an EDG per vital bus. Online risk Is now Yellow due to the condition. Attached is the current version of
the ACM.

Discussion; Per phoncon with the Shift Manager, the readings on the installed Chevron system have been
correlating with those performed by lab analysis (Maplewood).

Actions:
PSEG - Is taking RMAs to Include protecting equipment. Salem 3 is available, The OCC is staffed and
mobilizing a project team to replace the xmfr. Per phoncon with Kevin Chambliss, NRA, PSEG does
not expect that they can replace the xdmr prior to expiration of the LCO. He wanted us to know that
PSEG Is preliminarily preparing to request a NOED followed by an emergent one-time TS
amendment Details on this and more on the xmfr to follow.

NRC - Salem residents to monitor the situation via various inspection samples to include 1R 13 (emergent risk),
1R19 (PMT), and 1RO4Q (partial equipment lineup). No travel to the site will occur tonight based on pending
adverse weather; the residents are in standby in the case that the Salem 2 situation worsens. Branch,
including residents, to review the requirements of IMC 0410 on NOEDs (also attached).

Pat Finrey
So lem SRI
5S6-935-3850
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Beanner, Eric

From: Dentew. Glenn
Sent: Friday, February 14. 2014 1:50 PM
To: Benner, Eric
Subject RE: Pre-NOELD internal Call Regarding Salem U2

Yes.

Brancih Chief responsible (or o:versight of S.abrook. Salem anid Hope Creek
610-337-i213 (w)

From: Benner, Eric
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 1:47 PM
To: Dentel, Glenn
Subject: RE: Pre-NOED Internal Call Regarding Salem U2

Do we want to use my office again?

--- Original Appointment---.
From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 12:45 PM
To: Hughey, John; Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louts; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brarnon; Ziedonis, Adam; Matharu, Gurcharan; Stuchel!, Sheldon; Benner, Eric; Khanna, Meena; Cook, William; Chung,
Donald; Lund, Louise
Subject: Pre-NOED Internal Call Regarding Salem U2
when. Friday, February 14, 2014 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-05;00) Eastern lime (US & Canada).
Where:

When: Friday, February 14, 2014 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

As we discussed this morning, we will have an NRC internal pre-call today at 2:00pm.

Time: 2:00pm
Bridge Line: 1-888-972-6713 , .

Pass Code:4b)

Thanks,
John
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From: Khanna, Meena

To: Huuhey, John

Subject: RE: Discuss~on regardng/Risk Issues - Salem U2 Transformer --Conference Details (FEB 14, 2014--12:40 PM
ET--Conf# (4391044)) 0

Date: Friday, Febar 14, O14 12:38:42 PM

Thx-we are on call with pra folks

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 12:32 PM
To: Khanna, Meena; Cook, William; Chung, Donald
Cc: Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam; Matharu, Gurcharan; Stuchell, Sheldon; Benner, Eric
Subject: RE: Discussion reca ing Risk Issues - Salem U2 Transformer --Conference Details (FEB 14,
2014--12:40 PM ET--Conf#/4391044)Th (
Importance: High LI

Additional information form Singh attached.

John



From: Barkley, Richard
To: Hughey. John; hiney, Patrick; Dentel. Glenn; Draxton, Mark; DurMOnt, Louis: Ott Carol, Reyes. Brarndon

Ziedonis. Adam
Subject: RE: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon
Date: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:50:57 AM

Let me chase one down. Our office doesn't officially open till 10 am due to the snow, so
staffing is thin right now.

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:36 AM
To: Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Subject: RE: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon

Donald Chung is the HQ PRA. Do we h e a Region SRA designated yet and will they be
on the call?

Thanks,
John

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8:50 AM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; umont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting te on

PSEG requesting telcon at 1100 with Glenn, John Hughey, residents, any otlerCallto reliinaily iscss /oti~erparties.
Call to preliminarily discuss situation and PSEG intent. PSEG attendees to include Paul
Duke, Kevin Chambliss, Larry Wagner, John Perry.

Pat Finney

Salem SRI

856-935-3850



From: Matharu, Gurcharan
To: Huohev, John
Cc: Lund, Louise; Stuchell, Sheldon; Khanna. Meena; Chin ]_.Jo _l; Zimmerman, Jacob; Mathew, Roy; Martinez-

Navedo, Tania
Subject: RE: Bridge Line For 11am Call with PSEG and Region for Salem U2 NOED Preliminary Information
Date: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:44:33 AM

John,

Do you have any background as to what the licensee is requesting?

Singh

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:41 AM
To: Stuchell, Sheldon; Khanna, Meena; Chung, Donald; Zimmer an, Jacob; Matharu, Gurcharan;
Mathew, Roy
Cc: Lund, Louise
Subject: Bridge Line For 11am Call with PSEG and Re on for Salem U2 NOED Preliminary Information
Importance: High

Preliminary information NOED call at 1 .OOam for Salem U2 transformer replacement.

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8;:50 AM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon

PSEG requestin, e txglc/on at 1100 with Glenn, John Hughey, residents, any other parties.
Call to preliminarily discuss *'tuation and PSEG intent. PSEG attendees to include Paul
DU uke, Kevin Chambliss, rry Wagner, John Perry.

a ney)

Salem SRI

856-935-3850



Heater, Keith

From: Gray, Mel
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 11:36 AM
To: Rogge, John
Subject: FW: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information

Importance: High

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:09 AM
To: Cook, William
Cc: Gray, Mel
Subject: FW: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importance: High

Seems they have been monitoring the transformer condition for some time. The plan is to replace it since the
gassing hit a threshold. The problem is they can't get it done in time.

Fr ll, Sheldon
Sent: d u . 2014 9:31 AM
To: Hughey, John; Chung, Donald; Finney, Patrick; Ba kley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis;
Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes, Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Khanna, Meena; Mendiola, Anthony; Holonich, Joseph; Cruz, Holly; Bahadur, Sher; Lund, Louise; Monninger, John
Subject: RE: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information

All,

As the NOED Program Manager, and t Process Expert for this upcoming call, I wanted to elaborate a bit on
the information provided below by Joh/- Hughey.

As noted in IMC 0410, we definitely refer to keep most NOED completion times to no more than 72
hours. This gives the licensee the S completion time plus the 72 hours to complete corrective
maintenance. The overall reaso for this, is that we, -the NRC HQ staff, should be able to process most
amendment requests in 72 hour in an emergency or exigent request, and the majority of NOEDs can and are
completed in less than 72 hour . That gives us the 72 hours to review an amendment. So, we try our best to
keep the 72 hour period, but it s not a rule and not cast in concrete. (I also didn't want to have a "no-limit"
stated in the IMC, and wante to have some time limit for both us and licensees to strive to.)

If during a NOED call, the C staff can analyze the situation, and within the short time period of the call, can
determine that, with comp satory measures, the license can continue to operate the plant within normal work
control levels of risk, then here is usually no reason not to grant enforcement discretion. If during the call, the
staff can only determine e plant can operate for a short period of time, then that is what we grant. If we can
determine that a license can operate for 10 days, then that is OK as long as the licensee has done everything
possible to have averte the situation. If the staff decides that we could grant enforcement discretion for only
60 hours, but that we n ed to do additional analysis, then an amendment is appropriate and the NOED gets
them the extra time for us to review the amendment. When all is said and done, the licensee is basically
providing and submitting the same information for a NOED or an amendment, but it is the NRC staff that is
rushed to make the decision and any RAI's are verbal. (It doesn't make a lot of sense, if we force the 72 hour
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limit, and the licensee submits the amendment, and we give them the extra time anyway. All we did, was
make work for everyone.)

It's all about the risk. Can we determine and state that the licensee can continue to operate within normal work
control levels of risk during the period of enforcement discretion? What compensatory measures have they
implemented to reduce risk? If we believe that risk will rise above normal work control levels, then we do not
grant enforcement discretion.

I hope this helps. Any questions, please respond.

Sheldon

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8:53 AM
To: Stuchell, Sheldon; Chung, Donald
Cc: Khanna, Meena
Subject: FW: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importance: High

Donald and Sheldon,

Here is the information we have at this time. There may be an 11:00am preliminary phone call with the
licensee this morning and I will get you the bridge line information if that occurs.

As we discussed, the licensee will need as much as 120 hours past the 72 hour rule of thumb for NOED
durations (a total NOED time of -192 hours). In discussing this with Sheldon Stuchell, I understand that we
will generally extend the NOED duration for the entire amount of time requested if the information we receive in
the NOED request, and the time we have to analyze it, allow us to make the determination that the risk is
acceptable for the entire outage time required. If not, then we need the licensee to submit an emergency TS
amendment with additional information.

I ar working from home today and you can reach me at home at L43-293-74507)or on my cell a(410-487-
5634 if my home phone doesn't pick up for some reason.

Than
John

John Hughey
Salem / Hope Creek / TMI Project Manager
NRR - Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Phone: 301-415-3204
e-mail: John.Hughev@nrc.gov

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 4:18 PM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes, Brandon; Ziedonis,
Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importance: High
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Bottom line up front: Salem Unit 2 is in a 72 hr Shutdown LCO that expires at 1356 on Sunday due to de-
energizing the 24 Station Power Xfmr (SPT). This places Salem 2 in a Yellow risk condition based on all three
vital busses being supplied from the same offsite power source.

Facts: Shift Manager called the SRI at 1530 today. At 0030 this morning, Ops received a 24 SPT alarm for
gassing. PSEG obtained an initial reading of 105 ppm ethylene but was not able to obtain a followup sample
since the Chevron monitoring system malfunctioned. Ops decided to implement the Adverse Condition
Monitoring (ACM) plan guidance on the xfmr (already in place) that the xfmr should be unloaded if ethylene
exceeded 100 ppm. Loads were transferred to the 23 SPT. Subsequently, the 24 SPT had another
alarm. PSEG obtained initial and confirmatory readings of 203 or so ppm ethylene. Ops implemented the next
step in the ACM that directs de-energization of the xfmr. This placed Salem 2 in a 72 hr S/D LCO at 1356 hrs
due to being on a single source of offsite power. Salem 2 has 3 vital busses and 2 offsite power xfmrs along
with an EDG per vital bus. Online risk is now Yellow due to the condition. Attached is the current version of
the ACM.

Discussion: Per phoncon with the Shift Manager, the readings on the installed Chevron system have been
correlating with those performed by lab analysis (Maplewood).

Actions:
PSEG - is taking RMAs to include protecting equipment. Salem 3 is available. The OCC is staffed and
mobilizing a project team to replace the xmfr. Per phoncon with Kevin Chambliss, NRA, PSEG does
not expect that they can replace the xfmr prior to expiration of the LCO. He wanted us to know that
PSEG is preliminarily preparing to request a NOED followed by an emergent one-time TS
amendment. Details on this and more on the xmfr to follow.

NRC - Salem residents to monitor the situation via various inspection samples to include 1 R13 (emergent risk),
1R19 (PMT), and 1R04Q (partial equipment lineup). No travel to the site will occur tonight based on pending
adverse weather; the residents are in standby in the case that the Salem 2 situation worsens. Branch,
including residents, to review the requirements of IMC 0410 on NOEDs (also attached).

Pat Finney
Salem SRI
856-935-3850
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Benner, Eric

From: Dentel, Glenn
Sent:. Friday, February 14, 2014 1:50 PM
To: Benner, Eric
Subject: RE: Pre-NOED Internal Call. Regarding Salem U2

Yes.

Glenn Dentel
Branch Chief responsible for oversight of Seabrook, Salem and Hope Creek
610-337-5233 (w)

From: Benner, Eric
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 1:47 PM
To: Dentel, Glenn
Subject: RE: Pre-NOED Internal Call Regarding Salem U2

Do we want to use my office again?

- ---- Original Appointment -----
From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 12:45 PM
To: Hughey, John; Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam; Matharu, Gurcharan; Stuchell, Sheldon; Benner, Eric; Khanna, Meena; Cook, William; Chung,
Donald; Lund, Louise
Subject: Pre-NOED Internal Call Regarding Salem U2
When: Friday, February 14, 2014 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where:

When: Friday, February 14, 2014 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

As we discussed this morning, we will have an NRC internal pre-call today at 2:00pm.

Time: 2:00pmr
Bridge Line: 1-888-972-6713 ., ..

Pass Code :7433 , ,

Thanks,
John
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Fannon, Matthew

From: Draxton, Mark
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 6:13 PM
To: Dentel, Glenn
Subject: RE: NOTICE: Region I Office Status for Friday, February 14, 2014 - DELAYED OPENING

10,00 AM

Hi Glenn.

I completed the following today during teleconferencing:

Reviewed information and participated in Salem U2 24 SPT NOED Teleconference calls.

Outside of Scope

If you should have any questions, please don't hesitate to email or call me.

Thanks.

Mark

Mark Draxton
Project Engineer
Region I Division of Reactor Projects - Branch 3
(610) 337-5375 (W)

1(b)(6)

From: Draxton, Mark
Sent. Friday, February 14, 2014 6:30 AN
To: Dentel, Glenn
Subject, Fw: NOTIE: Region I Office Status for Friday, February 14, 2014 - DELAYED OPENING 10,00 AM

Good moming Glenn.-

Outside of Scope

I'll send an emain at the end of the day.

Thanks.

Mark

Forwarded Message ---------
From: "Wa]ker, Tracy" <Tracy, WaikerTnrc. ov>

I



Outside of Scope

bkS<
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Fannon, Matthew

From: Benner, Eri
Sent Friday, February 14, 2014 12:32 PM
To: Scott Michael; Lew, David; Dentel, Glenn
Subject: Re: DRP Updates for Friday, February 14

I'll share info with you after we're done with the Ginna call. We just finished a preliminary call with Salem.

From; Scott, Michael
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 12:18 PM
To: Lew, David; Benner, Eric; DenteL, Glenn
Subject: RE: DRP Updates for Friday, February 14

I will plan to support any NOED calls, So request all keep me in the loop.

Mike

From: Lew, David
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:55 AM
To: Benner, Eric; Dean, Bill; Clfford, James; Collins, Daniel; Scott, Michael; Larson, Raymond; Trapp, James; Baker,
Pamela; Walker, Tracy
Cc: McNamara, Nancy; Tifit, Doug; Sheehan, Nelf; Screnci, Diane; Dente(, Glenn; McKinley, Raymond; Mangan, Kevin;
Schroeder, Dantel; 8earde, Diane
Subject: RE: DRP Updates for Friday, February 14 C,

Eric, Thanks for the update. •Outside of Scope
before the end of the day. E'IvW I Also, let's get together on Salem

From: Benner, Eric
Sent; Friday, February 14, 2014 9:13 AM
To: Dean, Bill; Lew, David; Clifford, James; Collins, Daniel; Scott, Michael; Lorson, Raymond; Trapp, James; Baker,
Pamela; Walker, Tracy
Cc; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Sheehan, Neil; Screnci, Diane; Dentel, Glenn; McKinley, Raymond; Mangan, Kevin;
Schroeder, Daniel
Subject: DRP Updates for Friday, February 14

0oUc O SLC4-"T-
Events:

Outside of Scope

i
I ants:

* SA2 - Reached 100% at 1641 2/f3. Currently in a 72 hr SD LCO that expires at 1356 on 2/16 due to
inop station power xfmr. Xfmr powers 4kv safety busses and is being replaced. NOE8 possible.
Residents are following up.



/
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Outside of Scope
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Subjecit W1S: NOED Quest,"VExmlwe AeQardlng Duratwn

ftday, FebL my 14, 20)14 5,, 1 ý24 PM

We fou:nd scme other examples as well, afthoughC a numoer of them date back to 2002.

Thanks - No neea to search more.

From. Hughey, ol'hn
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 4:13 PM
To: Barkley, Richard; Khanna, Meena
Subject: RE: NOED Question/Example Regardinq Duration

Rich.

ML022810516 is for Susquehanna (100-"20021' andJ was for 4 days. I have a few vminuies
and I vill continue to lock. The example Singh provided was., I think to show what comp
aclions, etc he would be tooking for in a NOED for this particular situation.

Best Regards,
Johin

I1You can reach me a (b)(6)

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent, Friday, February 14, 2014 3:16 PM
To: Khanna, Meena: Hughey, John
Subject: NOD Question/Exampie Regafding Duration
Importance: High

Tried reaching you by phone with no success.

The management team is interested in whether you have an example of a NOED that runs
6 days beyond the LCO. which is the duration we expect PSEG to request.

The example provided was great. but it was for a mere 24 hours.

I don't believe any of us have seen a NOED that runs more than 36 - 48 hours, much less
6 days, and this ricensee is trying to do an unscheduled very large equipment replacement
outside in bad weather, which almost guarantees the job will take longer than planned,

Thanks! We'll also try searching on our end.

Richard S, Barkley. PE
Nucdear and Environmental Engineer, NRC Region 1
(610) 337-5328



From:
To: •.
Cc: . ro ix
5ubjech RE-- 8&4ge Lne Oix L lam Call wfth pSEG Wd 9Aeg"o ftr 5le~m UZ NOEl) prieb'Tny Informatow
Date, Fritda, Fotruary 14, Ž014 9:49:51 AM

Just remember to tell outside of Scope

From: Hughey, John
Sent Fr•Iay, February 14, 2014 9:49 AM
To. Studiell, Sheldon
Cxc Khanna, Meena
Subject: RE, Bridge Line For 11am Call with PSEG and Region for Salem U2 NOED Preliminary
Information

Very much so. Thanks for your insights and great support as usual.
John

From: Stuchell, Sheldon
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:42 AM
To: Hughey, .ohn
Subject: RE: Bridge Line For l1am Call with PSEG and Region for Salem U2 NOED Preliminary
Information

Did what I sent out help'

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:41 AM
To: Stucheil, Sheldon; Khanna, Meena; Chung, Donald; Zimmerman, Jacob; Matharu, Gurcharan;
Mathew, Roy
Cc Lund, Lou-se
Subject: Bridge Line For 1lam Call with PSEG and Region for Salem U2 NOED Preliminary Information
In•poftance High

Preilminary information NOED call at 11 O0am for Salem U2 transformer replacement.

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent, Friday, February 14, 2014 8:50 AM
To: BarkIey, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon

PSEG requesting telcon at 1100 with Glenn, John Hughey, residents, any other parties.
Cal) to preliminarily discuss situation and PSEG intent. PSEG attendees to include Paul
Duke, Kevin Chambliss, Larry Wagner, John Perry.

(b)(6)

Pat Finney

Salen SRI 2f (



856-935-3850



Finney, Patrick

From: Khanna, Meena
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 11:46 AM
To: Chung, Donald; Cook,.William; kevin.chambliss@pseg.com
Cc: Hughey, John; Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont,

Louis: Ott, Carol; Reyes, Brandon;Ziedonis, Adam; Matharu, Gurcharan; Stuchell,
Sheldon

Subject: Conference Details - Bridge Line for Call to Discuss Risk Issues (Salem U2 Potential
NOED - Transformer)

Good morning, attached is a bridge line for the requested call to discuss the PRA issues associated with the

potential NOED for Salem U2. We will begin this call at noon, thanks,

Bridge No: 888949-2797; Passcode(b)(6)I

From: NoRepliesPleasefmymeeti ns.com"[mailto/NbReplesPleaset3 myeetings.com1
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 11:34 AM
To: Khanna, Meena
Subject: Conference Details (FEB 14, 2014--11:53 AM ET--Conf# 4390916)

Your conference details are enclosed.

Meeting Information:
Leader:
Phone number:
Contact:
Phone number:
Service level:
Number of lines:
Call date:
Call time:
Duration:
Confirmation number:
Company:
CRC:

MS MEENA KHANNA
1-301-415-2150
MR D'ANDRE COLEMAN
1-301-415-7026
Unattended
Total=4 Dialout=0 Meet.Me=4 Meet Me Tofl--0
FEB-14-2014 (Friday)
11:53 AM EASTERN TIME
1 hr
4390916
NWX-US NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM

PasscodeslPin codes ,.., ,_
EParticipant passcode (b)(6)

For security reasons, the p sscode will e required to join the conference.

Dial in numbers:
Freephone/

Country Toll Numbers Toll Free Number

I USA 1888-949-2797

Restrictions may exist when accessing freephonehtoll free numbers using a mobile telephone.



t..
In-(~Orference Features:
All participants must use a touch-tone phone to participate In an Audio Conference.
The following features are available for you to use on your phone during an active
conference:

* Press *0 operator assistance (small fee may apply)
+ Press '6 mute/unmute individual line

I

Selected Conference Features:
Audio
Tones

A cancellation fee will be assessed per reserved line, in the event that the conference
is not cancelled within 30 minutes prior to the scheduled start time.

An overbooking fee will be assessed for each unused, reserved line after the first 50
unused lines, per completed conference. There will be no fee assessed for the first 50
unused, reserved lines.

Leaders can schedule, modify or cancel a reservation by using Conference Scheduling
Assistant, an online scheduling tool. To reschedule or cancel this reservation, click
here.

For additional assistance, contact customer service at 800-857-8777.

The Conferencing Center would like to send you e-mail notes to keep you informed of new or enhanced
products and servces, conferendng tips, or spedal offers, etc. If you would prefer not to receve these
messages, you may unsobscribe now. Thank you.

2



Flom

Cc: ' ." ý

subjftdt RE: oisojsw regardvq sik lssues - SA'ein U2 Trasforler --ConFeWre Dataft (FED 14, 2014--12;40 FIM ET--Conft
4391044)

DOW=• Ff .february 14, 2Wt 1:•6:13 PM

Thanks Meena!

The debate on this end is whether Ihis should be a NOED, an emergency or exigent TS
amendment, or a NOED till an emergency or exigent TS amendment is approved.

The process suggests a NOE.D is appropriale for periods of 72 hours of less, not 7- 9 days. Thus
we are worried about precedents, as well as what happens if the transformer move and hook-up is
delayed due to the snow showers expected lomorrow, or the rain storm expected next Thursday -
Saturday. (It also gets very windy down there this time of year, affecting crane operations).

Thus having to extend the NOED a second time because they can't get the job finished is a disfinct

possibility.

Talk to you soon.

From: Khanna, Meena
Sent, Friday, February 14, 2014 12:28 PM
To- Cook, William; Hughey, John; Chung, Donald; ke4n.chamrbliss@oseg.com
Cc: Hughey, John; Finney, Patrick; Barkdey, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumorit, Louis- Ott Carol;
Reyes, Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam; Mathafu, Gurcharan; St~ichefl, Sheldon; Benrer, Eric
Subject, Discussion regarding Risk Issues - Salem U2 Transformer --Conference Details (FEB 14, 2014--12:40 PM
ET--Conf# 4391044)
Importsace: Hgh

My apologies for the inconvenience. Weaon for 12:30 pm,. here is the Conference caN no.: 800-
369-2124; Participant passcode (b)(6)

Senti Friday, February 14, 2014 12:21 PM
To; Khanna, Meena
Subject: Conference Oetails (FEB 14, 2014--12:40 PM ET--Conf# 4391044)

Your conference details are enclosed,

Meeting Information,
" Leader: MS MEENA KHANNA
Phone nrumber: 1-301-415-2150
Contact MR DIANDRE COLEMAN
Phone number: 1-301-415- 7026

Service level: Unatiended
Nujmber of linesv TOt18=7 Dialoutv;0 Meet Me=7 Meet Me TolU=O

Calt date: FEB-14-2014 {Fitoay)
Cal? limes 1240 PM EASTERN TIME



Duration: 1 hr 15 min

Confirmation number: 4391044

Company: NWX-US NIUCLEAR REGULATORY COM

PasscodeVPIA codes, - --

I Participant passcode (b)(6) t

FofWcurtty f#ossOs, lh4. nAe will be etqutke 1W j4oi the conference.

Dial In numbers:
Freephonel

Country Toll Numbers Toll Free Number= sA t B1oo0-369-=212

Restrictions may exist when acceasslg frsephomoetoll free nuvnber using a mobile telephon.

In-Conference Features:

All partkcipe musl use a tOuCh-10ne phone to participate in an Aud'o ConferenCe. The fotowki features
ere available for you to use on your phone during an active conference:

+ Press -0 operator assistance (small fee may apply)

* Press *6 mutelunrWle ind~dual line

Selected Conference Feature.:

Audio
Tones

A cancelletion fee will be assessed per reserved line, in the event that the conference is not cancelled within
30 minutes prior to the schedled start ftie,

An overbooklng fee will be assessed for each unused, reserved line after the first 60 unused lines, per
completed conference. There will be no fee essessed for the first 50 unused, reserved lines.

Leaders can schedule, modify or cancel a reservation by using Conference Scheduling Assistant, an
online scheduling tool. To reschedule or cancel this reservation, i.O.•k_ L 'u.,

For additional assistance, contact customer service at 800-857-8777,

The CoefeiecM.g Ceater would lie to send you e -nail notes to keep you infomiec of new or enhanced products and settces
conreBrCeing lip'. or special offers. etc. if you would pieler not to recceive these messages. you may jLb sjxi. hank you



From: .,wJ -It xxt1;r.

Subj.ct; R-•: NRC BSn0ge Line for Jntenal Call
Date: Ft"y, Febratuy 14, 2014 10:43:41 AM

What time? Should we just dial in at 11 15?

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:31 AM
To: Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentet, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon;: Ziedonis, Adam; Cook, William; Khanna, Meena; Matharu, Gurcharan; Chung, Donald; Stuchell,
Sheldon; Lund, Louise
Subject: NRC Bridge Une For Internal Call

We have the following bridge line so that we can have an internal discussion after the
PSEG call:

Bridge Line
Pass Code](b)(6)

Thanks,
John

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8:50 AM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, D; umont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam

c.c: Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG reque g telcon

PSEG requesting telcon at 00 with Glenn, John Hughey, residents, any other parties.
Call to preliminarify disc s situation and PSEG intent. PSEG attendees to include Paul
Duke, Kevin Chamblti, Larry Wagner, John Perry.

I(b)(6) I

Pat Finney

Salemr SIpF
856-935-38530



To: l2
Subjecti RE PhMeo Call- RE t NRC Considet•I•om For Salem U12 NOED
Date, Friday, Fet,,ary 14, 2.OtN 311:04 PM

Thanks, John

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 3:29 PM
To: 'kevin.chambliss@pseg.com'; 'Duke, Paul R.'; Khanna, Meena
Subject: Phone Call - RE: NRC Conslderatons For Salem U2 NOED

Pau and Kevin;

We would like to have a call to discuss these items at 4,00pm

(b)(6)

Thanks,
John

From: Hughey, John
Sent* Friday, February 14, 2014 3:19 PM
To. 'kevin.chambfiss@Pseg.com'; 'Duke, Paul R.'
Subject: NRC Considerations For Salem U2 NOED

Kevin,
I wanted to provide you with some items that the NRC staff will be looking to be addressed
on the NOED call today at 6:30pm.

1) Please see the attached NRC position and note that the NRC position regarding the

availability of an additional power source.

2) Firm Schedule for requested AOT

Thanks,
John



Sub)ecti RE- Slem Nucear plartt patentk snuwown
Datt: Friday, Febru•ry 14, 2014 10;48,54 AM

Good Morning Sam,

Thanks for the quick turn around on my request. Really appreciate your input.
Hopefully you are thawing out'

I wiUl let you know what happens at Salem Unit 2. Good to Know that the snow storm
did not impact the transmission netork and the offsite sources for the nuclear plants
are not an issue.

Please wish Roman the best of luck in his ventures on my behalf if you happen to
contact him.

Singh

From: Sam Chanoski [mailto:SamChanoski@nerc.net]
Sent, Friday, February 14, 2014 10: 19 AM
To: Matharu, Gurcharan
Cc: Martinez-Navedo, Tania; Zimmerman, Jacob; Hughey, John; DL-NERC-SystemAwareness
Subject' RE: Salem Nuclear plant potential shutdown

G rc~r rnipg• [ngh --. i'm unaware of a-I issues in tIe PJ M footprnz that would corpkicate ýalerm
2 c~•,',in•offiine. The weather rnipac have been largely confined to the distributron ,vrtem., aF,-

we exzei.tt that to remain +he case thr-ugh the weekenv.. L.nds, ire in typical virter ranges

{rovv,'Pre neat the Peaks we saw a few times earhier 1:thi, iear) and there atPears tD be enough

import cau:.ct•t' vablC on the 5,CkV sy,-tern conm across P'ennsylvania to more thal Cover

Salen i2; I dcn't see ny ,ocar' ,,,ge tvhatw d otviousyv be probhe mat

if vou have other specific quiestions pie-e let us know&. Aiso FVSA Rot'iar'( Carter tLIs ief NWRC, and

yoIu csin alway. reach my .taff and .L•u. cr my personal coltuacnt ir.lO.
Ilhank .}

S'm

Sam Chanoski
Associate Director, Bulk Power System Awareness
North American Electric Reliability Corporation
3353 Peachtree Road NE, Suite 600 - Noith Tower
Atlanta, GA 30326
R0-146y-9706 offIce A (b)(6) cell

Relliability I Accountability



From: Matharu, Gurcharan -

Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:04 AM
To: Romar, Carter; Sam Chanoski

Cc: Martinez-Navedo, Tania; Zimrnerman, Jacob; Hughey, John
Subject: Salem Nuclear plant potential shutdown

Roman/Sam,

Salem Unit 2 has a problem with one of their onsite transformers that has the potential
to force the plant to shutdown. I know that parts of North East has weather related
issues challenging the grid system. I would like to know if the transmission system in
the vicinity of the plant is facing any challenges or the consequences of Unit 2
shutdown will stress the bulk power system in the NE.

We have a call with the plant at 11,00 AM (EST) today and would therefore appreciate
a quick response.

Thanks

Singh

A?.,a' rvnpg.: 1".&• .... . ' ':-. trnni • nJ.". t. c.i.t 'o w ... ope "ii-g U Ri.. r

a hrn•:=•ts Irorr• !xer nW seunda-s

This emad and any attachments are confidential. They may contain legal, professional, proprietary aridlor ether

privileged information. They also may contain information that s subject to copyrighl belonging to NEINC. This

email and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s). if you are not the intended reciplert. do not

use the mnformalion, n this email in any way, permanently delete this email and any atachments and riotifv the

sender immediate!y-



CC:
s.blem REI: SLM - 2.4 SPT PSE•- requ•--n teckn
Date, Friday, fthruay r , 2014 1:32:17 AM

NOED guidance, page 18 (page 22 of pofl, section 06 03.al

rhe NRC r that prelimirary teleconferences held with a licensee ard NRC staff to discuss

the status of a plant condition or situation - not to formally request a NOED - be .dde thFbugh a
recorled line.

Note that the bottom of page 18 (page 22 of pdf) states that the formal call shall be made
through the HOC,

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:08 AM
To: Barkley, Richard; Finney, Patrick; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Reyes, Brandon;
Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Cook, William
Subject: RE: SLM - 24 $PT - PSEG requesting telcon

ThanKs, Rich.

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:06 AM
To: Hughey, John; Finney, Patrick; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark, Dumont, Louis; Reyes, Brandon;
Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Cook, Willtam
Subject- RE: SLUV - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon
ImportUnce; High

Bill Cook will be our representative.

HIl send him the background information in the interim,

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:36 AM
To: Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Subject• RE: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon

Donaid Chung is the HQ PRA Do we have a Region SRA designated yet and will they be
on the call?

Thanks,
John



From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8:50 AM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon

PSEG requesting telcon at 1100 with Glenn, John Hughey, residents, any other parties.
Call to preliminarily discuss situation and PSEG intent. PSEG attendees to include Paul
Duke, Kevin Chambliss, Larry Wagner, John Perry.

Pat Finney
Salem SRI

856-935-3850



From: ,.•. nq•.tLl

Subject: RE: New Salem Ca" NUmber a .tIlam
Dart Ftl", F-•rUaty 14, 22 L4 L]:36:1 V AM

John, thanks for all of your help-sorry I was such a pain!

From: Hughey, John
Sent, Riday, February 14, 2014 10:55 AM
To: Khanna, Meena; Matharu, Gurcharan; Chung, Donald; Stuchetl, Sheldon
Subject: New Salem Call Number at 11ain
Importance: High

Change in Call in number - We will be cailing into the HOO at 11 00am for the Salem
preliminary NOED call:

So, please cal! 301-816-5100 and let the HOO operator know you are NRC and calling for
the Salem NOED call.

Thanks,
John

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:49 AM
To: Ziedoinis, Adam; Barkley, Richard; Finney, Patrick; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis;
Reyes, Brandon
Cc: Cook, William
Subject RE: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon

Good catch, Adam. I have contacted the HOC and they know that we will be calling in at
1 t 00aem. I will call PSEG's bridge and direct them over to the HOO recorded line. Just let
the HOO operator knoxv you are NRC and calling for the Salem NOED call.

Thanks.
John

From: Ziedotis, Adam
Seft Friday, February 14, 2014 10:32 AM
To: Hughey, John; Barkley, Richard; Finney, Patrick; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis;
Reyes, Brandon
Cct Cook, William
Subject: RE: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon

NOED guidance, page 18 (page 22 of pdf). section 06 03 aý

The NRC cecomen~rds that preliminary Teleconferences held with a licensee and NRC staff to discuss
the status of a plant condition or situation - not to for-ma~ly request a NOED -. ad thl
recorded ine.o

Note that the bottom of page 18 (page 22 of pdt) states that the formal call shall be made



.4

through the HOCI

From: Hughey, John
Senl: Fridlay, Febrvary 14, 2014 10,08 AM
To: Barktey, Richard; Finney, Patrick; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Reyes, Brandon;
Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Cook, William
Subject: RE, SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting belcon

Thanks. Rich.

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:06 AM
To: Hughey, John; Finney, Patrick; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Oumont, Louis; Reyes, Brandon;
Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Cook, William
Subject: RE: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon
Importance: High

Bill Cook will be our representative.

I11 send him the baclkground information in the interim,

From: Hughey, )ohn
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:36 AM
To: Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Ott. Carol; Reyes,
Brandon.: Ziedonis, Adam
Subject. RE: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon

Donald C01 urg is the HO PRA. Do we have a Region SRA designated yet and :ill they be

on the ca!l?

Thanks,
John

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 e:50 AM
To. Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcor

PSEG requesting telcon at 1100 with Glenn, John Hughey, residents, any other parties.
Call to preliminarily discuss situation and PSEG intent. PSEG attendees to include Paul
Duke, Kevin Chambliss, Larry Wagner, John Perry.

I(b)(6)I

Pat Firumy



Salem SRI

856-935-3850
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Bqnner Eric.. ..

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 5:53 PM
To: Draxton, Mark; Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenni Dumont, Louis; Ott, Carol;

Reyes, Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam; Matharu, Gurcharan; Stuchell, Sheldon; Benner, Eric;
Khanna, Meena; Cook, William; Chung, Donald, Lund, Louise

bject RE: NRR Call With PSEG

Mark,

Yes, I will make the 1OO notification for 1930.

Thanks,
John

From: Draxton, Mark
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 5:52 PM
To: Hughey, John; Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Dumont. Louis-, Ott, Carol; Reyes, Brandon; Ziedonls,
Adam; Matharu, Gurcharan; Stuchell, Sheldon; Benner, Eric; Khanna, Meena; Cook, William; Chung, Donald; Lund, Louise
Subjwl: RE: NRR Call With PSEG
Importance: High

All,

Pat just received a call from PSEG. They are asking that the call be pushed back one hour to
1930, They have committed to send out documents by 1830, giving us one hour to review before the
call.

John, did you want to notify the HOO on the call time now starting at 1930?

If you should have any questions, please don't hesitate to email or call me.

Thanks.

Mark

Mark Draxton
Project Engineer
Region I Division of Reactor Projects - Branch 3
(61) O337-5375(W)

1(b)(6)

From: Hughey, John
Sent., Friday, February 14, 2014 5:35 PM
To: Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Ridhard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Ott, Carol; Reyes, Brandon; Ziedonis,
Adam; Matharu, Gurcharan; Studele, Sheldon; Benner, Eric; Khanna, Meena; Cook, William; Chung, Donald; Lund, Louise
Subject: NRR Call With PSEG
Importance: High

31



j we discussed earlier, Meena and I spoke with PSEG about the following:

1.) Consideration of the alternative power source position paper (subsequently there has been internal e-
mail traffic outside of our electrical reviewer and EEDB stating a different approach), - we relayed the
staff's reservations regarding the reliability of crediting Salem U3.

2.) We challenged PSEG on the 7-9 day schedule and reiterated that the schedule needed to be firm.
3.) We also challenged PSEG that the NOED process requires that a permanent amendment be submitted /

subsequent to the NOED unless the NRC grants discretion. So, PSEG has the responsibility to justify ,
not submitting a permanent amendment-

4.) PSEG noted that they will be sending a revised Draft NOED to Pat Finney at 5:30pm,.

Thanks, I
John
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From,

sbj.edt, , OED Coil With S,•em flht 2 - RV: NfRR Call With PSeG
PAWL•, Friday, Fet.njaryr ]4, 2014 6:t L1i PM
Imprla~m Htgh

The NOED call with Salem lhas been rescheduiea to 7:30 PM,

The HOO number is 301-826-5100.

Donald

From: Draxton, Mark
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 5:52 PM
TO: Hughey, John; Finney, Patrkc,; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Dumont, Louis; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam; Matharu, Gurcharan; Stuchell, Sheldon; Benner, Eric Khanna, Meena; Cook,
William; Chung, Donald; Lund, Louise
Subjecti RE: NRR Call With PSEG
Importance: High

ojti,,ý received a call from rSE7 -he ,

,,r from P G 1hey are asking that the call he pused hack one
rnoY1r io 1930.. 1hey have committed to send out docurments by 1h30, giving us one
hour lu review before the call,

Joihn, did you want to notify the HOO on the call time now starting at 19350?

if you should have any cquestions, please dont hesitate to email: or call me,

Thanks-

Mark

Mark Draxton
Project Engineer
Region I Division of Reactor Projects - Branch 3
r(610) 337-5375 (N

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 5:35 PM
To: Finney, Patrick; Barkiey, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam; Matharu, Gurcharan; Stucheli, Sheldon; Benner, Edic; Khanna, Meena; Cook,
Wiliam; Chung, Donald; Lund, Louise
Subject: NRR Call With PSEG
Importance: High

T-'



As we discussed earlier, Meena and I spoke with PSEG about the following.

1.) Consideration of the alternative power source position paper (subsequently there
has been internal e-mail traffic outside of our electrical reviewer and EEDB stating
a different approach). - we relayed the staff's reservations regarding the reliability
of crediting Salem U3.

2.) We challenged PSEG on the 7-9 day schedule and reiterated that the schedule
needed to be firm.

3.) We also challenged PSEG that the NOED process requires that a permanent
amendment be submitted subsequent to the NOED unless the NRC grants
discretion. So, PSEG has the responsibility to justify not submitting a permanent
amendment.

4.) PSEG noted that they will be sending a revised Draft NOED to Pat Finney at
5:30pm.

Thanks,
John



Fannon, Matthew

From:
Sent:
To,
Subject:

Barkley, Richard
Friday, February 14, 2014 4:06 PM
Dentel, Glenn
NOED Count

I looked at 20 NEODs on the NRC public website from 2003-2004.

7 of the 20 were for more than 72 hours

The longest was 28 days for a broken test switch at Vogtle, but that really didn't affect equipment (only the
ability to test it).

Catawba had 2 related to containment spray - One for 168 hours and one for 336 hours

Ginna had an AFW NOED for 7 days

The most. relevant one was a Columbia Station EDG for 11 days due to a bad beating that. required
replacement

Attached is a copy of one that involves a NOED till an exigent TS amendment is filed

Richard S. Barkley, PE
Nuclear and Environmental Engineer, NRC Region I

1610) 337-532? 6I~)6

d*-,I
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Fannon, Matthew

From: Benner, Eric
Sent Friday, February 14, 2014 11:48 PM
To. Scott, Michael
Subjectt Re: I spoke with Louise...

I agree with D3ve's thought. its an inconvenient aspect of the guidance as written, but not a show stopper in my mind.

From: Scott, Michael
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:09 PM
To: Benner, Eric
Subject: Fw: I spoke with Louise...

Fyi

Sent from my NRC blackberry
Michael Scott

I(b)(6)

From: Lew, David
To: Sc:ott, Michael
Sent: Fri Feb 14 20: 17:49 2014
Subject: Re: I spoke with Louise...

Spoke with Jenni-fer tonight. We agreed to inform any path moving forward based on what we get from the
licensee. That said, this is not something to fall on our sword over,

Sent via My Workspace for iOS

On Friday, February 14, 2014 at 6:28:04 PM, "Scott, Michael" <Michael.Scott(nrc.gov> wrote:

Fyi

Sent from my NRC blackberry
Michael Sct

From: Benner, Erc
To: Scott, Michael
Sent: Fri Feb 14 17:47:20 2014
Subject: I spoke with Louise,..

- NRR (up to Jennifer Uhle) is strongly of the mind that just a NOED is the way to go. I told her that Dave
believes NOED + Emergency TS change seems more consistent with guidance as written and that we would
likely not be granting anything tonight because we'll want to hear what the licensee requests and then caucus
prior to the LCO expiration. She said she understood and indicated that she'd share the info with her
management.



Benner, Eric

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 3:35 PM
To: Benner, Eric Dentei. Glenn; Cook, William
Cc: Reyes, Brandon
Subject: Brandon and I are Searching the Database of NOEDS for the Last 1.0 Years,

Importance: High

6 checked so far, 5 were for 72 hours of less, but this one stood out - 11 days for an EDG repair, Note
the one compensatory action they Implemented - A portable EDG to power batteries. (PSEG has such
a generator onsite - A post-Fukushima purchase.)

NOED-03-4-001 - Columbia Generating Station (Energy Northwest) February 21, 2003

J. V. Parrish (Mail Drop 1023)
Chief Executive Officer
Energy Northwest
P.O- Box 968
Richland, Washington 99352-0968

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF ENFORCEMENT DISCRETION (NOED) FOR ENERGY NORTHWEST
REGARDING COLUMBIA GENERATING STATION (NOED 03-4-001)

By letter dated February 19, 2003, you requested that the NRC exercise discretion to not enforce compliance
with the actions required in Technical Specification 3.8.1, "A.C. Sources - Operating." Specifically, you
requested discretion from compliance with the completion time requirements of Technical Specification 3.8.1.
Condition B.4, for an additional 11-day period beginning at 9 p.m. on February 16 and ending at 9 p.m. on
February 27, 2003. If the inoperable emergency diesel generator is not restored to operable status within the
Completion Time, Technical Specification 34,1. Condition F, must be entered. Condition F requires that the
plant be placed in Mode 3 within 12 hours and Mode 4 within 36 hours. Your letter, dated February 19, 2003,
documented information previously discussed with the NRC in a telephone conversation on February 16, 2003,
at 9:15 a.m. (CST). Your staff stated that as of February 16, 2003, at 9 p m, (PST) the plant would not be in
compliance with Technical Specification TS 3.8.1 Condition B.4, which requires that, when in Modes 1, 2, and
3 with one of the three emergency diesel generators inoperable, the inoperable emergency diesel generator
must be returned to operable status within 72 hours and 6 days from the discovery of t"e failure to meet the
Limiting Condition for Operation. You requested that an NOED be issued pursuant to the NRC's policy
regarding exercise of discretion for an operating facility, set out in Section VIIc, of the "General Statement of
Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions" (Enforcement Policy), NUREG-1600, and be effective
for the period 9 p.m. (PST), February 16 through 9 p.m. (PST), February 27, 2003.

Participants in the February 16, 2003, telephone conversation in which you requested enforcement discussion
included Ellis Merschoff, Regional Administrator, Region IV; Thomas P. Gwynn, Deputy Regional
Administrator, Region IV, Arthur Howell I1l, Director, Division of Reactor Projects, Region IV; William B. Jones,
Chief, Project Branch E, Division of Reactor Projects, Region IV; George Replogle, Senior Resident Inspector
at Columbia Generating Station, Region IV; William H. Ruland, Director, Project Directorate IV, Division of
Licensing Project Management, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation; Jack Cushing, Project Manager, Division
of Licensing Project Management, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation; J. V. Parrish, Chief Executive Officer,
Energy Northwest, Rodney Webring, Vice President - Nuclear Generation, Energy Northwest; Dale Atkinson,
Vice President -Technical Services, Energy Northwest, and members of their staff.



According to your staff, Diesel Generator DG-1 (DG-GENDGI) is inoperable due to a degraded generator
bearing. Diesel Generator 1 was declared inoperable at 9 p.m. (PST) on February 13, 2003. The degraded
generator bearing was identified through bearing vibration monitoring during monthly diesel generator testing.
Work activities to replace the generator bearing are underway. However, replacement of the bearing and
testing of DG-1 cannot be completed prior to the expiration of the applicable completion time specified in
Technical Specification 3.8.1, Condition B.4.

The safety basis submitted by Energy Northwest included compensatory measures and an evaluation of the
potential impact on public health and safety and the environment. The safety basis submitted indicated that the
proposed enforcement discretion did not involve a net increase in radiological risk and would not be a potential
detriment to public health and safety and that no significant hazard consideration was involved. This
assessment was based on your implementation of the proposed compensatory measures, and other qualitative
arguments involving challenges to plant systems, such as increased potential for plant transients or
disturbances, which can occur during shutdown evolutions, with DG-l inoperable. Among the compensatory
measures, the most significant improvements to plant risk are: (1) no elective maintenance on risk
significant systems and equipment; (2) the staging of a portable diesel generator capable of powering
battery chargers for establishing the ability to maintain battery voltages necessary for reactor core
isolation cooling system and the automatic depressurization system to function for a longer period
during a station blackout condition; (3) restriction of the performance of elective work on offsite
sources; and (4) the deferral of additional surveillance tests that can be performed after February 27,
2003,

We evaluated your request, which was reviewed and approved by the Plant Operation Committee on February
19, 2003, and agreed that maintaining ihe plant stable in Mode 1 for an additional 11 days was preferable to
the potential for a plant transient that could occur during a plant shutdown. Also, we agreed that your
compensatory measures, risk analysis, and basis considerations were appropriate to demonstrate that the
additional 11 days would not involve a net increase in radiological risk and would not be a potential detriment
to public health and safety.

We reviewed your letter dated February 19, 2003, in which you documented the subjects discussed in the
telephone conversations of February 16, 2003. The letter accurately reflected the discussions regarding the
description of the event; the basis for no net increase in radiological risk; the justification for the duration of the
potential noncompliance, including apparent root cause; the basis for the determination that the potential
noncompliance was not a potential detriment to public health and safety and that no significant hazard
consideration was involved; the environmental evaluation; the compensatory measures proposed, as well as
the review and approval by your onsite review committee; and your basis for the type of NOED requested.

On the basis of our evaluation of your request, including the compensatory measures described above, we
concluded that an NOED was warranted because we were clearly satisfied that this action had no adverse
radiological impact on public health and safety. Additionally, we determined that the request satisfied the
NRC's policy for enforcement discretion as specified in Section B,2.1,1.a of NRC Inspection Manual Chapter
9900, Therefore, It Is our Intention to exercise discretion not to enforce compliance the completion time
requirements of Technical Specification 3.8.1, Condition 8.4, for the 11-day period beginning at 9 p.m.
(PST) on February 16 and ending at 9 p.m. (PST) on February 27, 2003. This letter documents our
telephone conversation of February 16 at 7:16 am, (CST) during which we orally Issued this
enforcement discretion and our review of your written request dated February 19, 2003.

However, as stated in the Enforcement Policy, action will be taken to determine, to the extent that violations
were involved, the root cause or causes that led to the request for this NOED,

Sincerely,

IRAJ
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Ellis W. Merschoff
Regional Administrator

Docket: 50-397-)
License:. NPF-21

Richard S. Barkley, PE
Nuclear and Environmental Engineer, NRC Region I
(610) 337-5328

(b) (6) 1 .1
k /i
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Cook, William

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

(b) (6) -.Harry. -

Friday,- Febrbary-14, 2014 12:13 P
Cook, William
PSEG Folks

Harry Balian, ERIN Engineering - Salem SRME

Gary DeMoss, PSEG Nuclear, Corporate Program Engineer

Denis Shumaker, PSEG Nuclear, Corporate Program Engineer

Michael Ambrosino, Salem Engineering Programs Manager

Saeed Savar, UTR - safe shutdown engineer

Tý-(i



Ziedonis, Adam

From:
Sent
70,

Fin hey, Patrick

Friday, February 14, 2014 850 AM
Barkley, Rkhard; Nentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol;
Reyes, Brandon; Zvedon~s, Adam

Finney, Patrick

SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon
Cc
Subject:

PSEG requesting teloon at 1100 with Glenn, John Hughey, residents, any other parties. Call to preliminarily
discuss situation and PSEG intent. PSEG attendees to include Paul Duke, Kevin Chambliss, Larry Wagner,
John Perry.

Ib(6) "

Pat Finney
Salem SRI
856-935-3850

I



Finney, Patrick W

From: Bode, Mark C.
Sent Friday, February 14, 2014 11'54 AM
To. Finney, Patrick W
Cc: Cachaza, Thomas J.; King, Kreasy A.; Lafleur, David R; Dahms, Christian M; Hantho, Karl

A.; Ziedonis, Adam
Subject: RE: SLM - U2 Sked

Shift Manager did approve 2C 4KV UV testing. We also have for today 23 4 25 CFCV IM IST; 21-23 CHILLER

VIBS, 2A2 28V Battery Charger retest (they take the primary OOS. That's the big ticket that I remember off

the top of my head.

I'll have the whole schedule pretty soon.

Mark Wode
.a5em Work Week Manager

Ph e56-339-2739
Poq~fb)(j

From: Finney, Patrick W
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 11:43 AM
To: Bode, Mark C.
Cc: Cachaza, Thomas 1.; King, Kreasy A.; Lafleur, David R; Dahms, Christian M; Hantho, Karl A.; Ziedonis, Adam
Subject: RE: SLM - U2 Sked

Understood, Can you tell me what work is approved to commence or ongoing at this time based on previous sked? I.E.
is there something that we can reference at this time? We had questions on the 2C 4kV UV testing, Ops gave us the
impression that was moving forward.



Finney, Patrick W

From: Bode, Mark C.
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 1127 AM
To; Finney, Patrick W
Cc: Cachaza, Thomas J.; King, Kreasy A.; Lafleur, David R; Dahms, Christian M; Hantho, Karl

A.; Ziedonis, Adam
Subject: RE; SLM - U2 Sked

Pat,

My senior scheduler is still making the changes based on feedback - they were extensive. I will email you
the POD when posted.

Mark Bode
Salem Work Week Manager

Pagel~)6)
From: Finney, Patrick W
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 11:25 AM
To: Bode, Mark C.
Cc: Cachaza, Thomas J.; King, Kreasy A.; Lafleur, David R; Dahms, Christian M; Hantho, Karl A.; Ziedonis, Adam
Subject: SLM - U2 Sked

Mark,
We are looking for the revised Salem U2 work sked for today through the next few days. Can you provide or how do we
locate?

Pat Finney, Salem Senior Resident Inspector
856-339-1019

I



from;

Subject: Bridge Line for NOED call Ywith Salem at 11: 00 AM FW: Bndge Line For 1arn Cell with PSE<C and Region for
Salem U2 NOED Prekmimary InforaWno

Dab:te. Pray, February 14, 2014 1•OiO2: IS AM
Impectance., High

FYI

From: Hughey, John
Sent, Friday, February 14, 2014 9:41 AM
To. Stuchell, Sheldon; Khanna, Meena; Chung, Donald; Zimmerman, Jacob; Matharu, Gurcharan;
Mathew, Roy
Cc: Lund, Louise
Subject. Bridge Line For 11am Call with PSEG and Region for Salem U2 NOED Preliminary Infwmnation
Importance: High

Preliminary information NOED call at 11:00am for Salem U2 transformer replacement

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8:50 AM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Zedonis, Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLM - 24 SPT - PSEG requesting telcon

PSEG requesting telcon at 1100 with Glenn, John Hughey, residents, any other parties.
Call to preliminarily discuss situation and PSEG intent, PSEG attendees to include Paul
Duke, Kevin Chambliss, Larry Wagner, John Perry,

! -888-65-1 -5908)

1(b)(6)

Pat F-Inrley
)alerm SRI
5.S6,935,.3850



Cc: L . I v ''l,, " . •XI ;X.

Subject Possitie NOED at Saýei, Unit 2 FR: SLN - 24 Station Power Xfnt gassirW g - Initiai I~crmation
OaLW Frlid,, Februaty 14, 7014 9:29:39 AM
Otttaoffiets: ~ j~ ~; ~ ~ d

Importance. Hih

There is a potential NOED with Salem Unit 2. They are replacing a transformer and it
looks like they wil need more than 72 hours,

A 11,00 AM preliminary call is planned with the licensee, I will provide the bridge line
number when I get it.

ki C ui., r) 1PhiD
R ik Ar[i l:
.Jffic*F c ....... ,, u a in .. N .R.

.' . p.t;;._r•=.. ,aa cu,:,p:oft Rrarich t.,.A. p-,'0t

From. Hughey, John
Sent- Friday, February 14, 2014 8:53 AM
TQ: StLichell, Sheldon; Chung, Donald
Cc: Khanna, M4eena
Subject: FW: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importmwe: High

Donald and Sheldon,

Here is the information we have at this time. There may be an 1 1:00am preliminary phone
call with the licensee this morning and I will get you the bridge line informat:on if that
occurs,

As we discussed, the licensee will need as much as 120 hours past the 72 hour rule of
thumb for NOED durations (a total NOED time of -192 hours). In discussing this with
Sheldon Stuchell, I understand that we will generally extend the NOED duration for the
entire amount of time requested if the information we receive in the NOED request, and
the time we have to analyze it, allow us to make the determination that the risk is
acceptabie for the entire outage time required. If not. then we need the !icensee to submit
an emergency TS amenome.t with additional information,

I am working from home today and you can reach me at home at r(b)(6) lor on my
cell at[i(b)(6) if my home phone doesn't pick up for some reason.



Thanks,
John

/ " (t rPn:/ 'ecI Manager
*."l[i - iv'is,Ofl cf Q~peratiri Rea~ctorlie _,iF

m-t.hIor : JEi 011.-.'4.- 2 r

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent Thursday, February 13, 2014 4:18 PM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Oraxton, Mark; DuImonL, Lous; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Zledonis, Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject. SLM - 24 Staton Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importance. High

Bottom line up front: Salem Unit 2 is in a 72 hr Shutdown LCO that expires at 1356 on
Sunday due to de-energizing the 24 Station Power Xfmr (SPT). This places Salem 2 in a
Yellow risk condition based on all three vital busses being supplied from the same offsite
power source.

Ea=ts. Shift Manager called the SRI at 1530 today. At 0030 this morning, Ops received a
24 SPT alarm for gassing. PSEG obtained an initial reading of 105 ppm ethylene but was
not able to obtain a followup sample since the Chevron monitoring system malfunctioned.
Ops decided to implement the Adverse Condition Monitoring (ACM) plan guidance on the
xfrnr (already in place) that the xfmr should be unloaded if ethylene exceeded 100 ppm.
Loads were transferred to the 23 SPT. Subsequently, the 24 SPT had another alarm
PSEG obtained initial and confirmatory readings of 203 or so ppm ethylene. Ops
implemented the next step in the ACM that directs de-energization of the xfmr. This
placed Salem 2 in a 72 hr SID LCO at 1356 hrs due to being on a single source of offsite
power. Salem 2 has 3 vital busses and 2 offsite power xfmrs along with an EDG per vital
bus. Online risk is now Yellow due to the condition. Attached is the current version of the
ACM,

Discussion: Per phoncon with the Shift Manager, the readings on the installed Chevron
system have been correlating with those performed by lab analysis (Maplewood),

dIiO•n:
PSEG - is taking RMAs to include protecting equipment. Salem 3 is available. The OCC
is staffed and mobilizing a project team to replace the xrnfr. Per phoncon with Kevin
Chambliss, NRA, PSEG does not expect that they can replace the xfmr prior to expiration
of the LCO. He wanted us to know that PSEG is preliminarily preparing to request a
NOED followed by an emergent one-time TS amendment. Details on this and more on the
xmfr to follow.

NRC - Salem residents to monitor the situation via various inspection samples to include
1R13 (emergent risk), 1R19 (PMT), and 1R04Q (partial equipment lineup) No travel to the



site will occur tonight based on pending adverse weather; the residents are in standby in
the case that the Salem 2 situation worsens. Branch, including residents, to review the
requirements of IMC 0410 on NOEDs (also attached).

Pat Finney

Salem SRI

)ý56-935-3850"



C
McLaughlin, Marjorie

Fronm. McLaughlin, Marjorie
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 2,13 PM
To: Barkley, Richard
Subject: RE: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information

Thanks, Rich! It's funny that the enforcement staff has little involvement in NOEDs, but Once will be on
concurrence for the formal letter we send PSEG if we end up verbally granting then the discretion. 111 let him
know this may be happening!

Hopefully. you and your wife can enjoy a rescheduled Valentine's Day tomorrow!

Marjey

From, Barkley, Richard
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 1:58 PM
To: McLaughlin, Maijorie
Subject: FW: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information

Here is the story..

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 7:07 AM
To: Finney, Patrick; Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Ott, Carol; Reyes, Brandon; Ziedonls,
Adam
Cc Khanna, Neena
Subject: RE: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfrnr gassing - Initial information

Good morning all,

I wdli be discussing this with the PSEG licensing manager and asking when we can expect the NOED review
information etc... I will also begin lining up the appropriate NRC personnel for the NORD review and call which
will probably run into the weekend.

I am working from home today and you can reach me ai(b)(6) hornoe) 0(b)(6)-

Thanks,
John

John Hughey
Salem / Hope Creek / TMI Project Manager
NRR - Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Phone: 301-415-.3204
e-mail: John.Hugheypnricov

From,, Finney, Patrick
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 4:18 PM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes, Brandon; Ziedonis,
Adam



Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLN - 24 Station Power Xfrnr gassing - Initial information
Importance. High

Bottom line up front: Salem Unit 2 is in a 72 hr Shutdown LCO that expires at 1356 on Sunday due to de-
energizing the 24 Station Power Xfmr (SPT), This places Salem 2 in a Yellow risk condition based on all three
vital busses being supplied from the same offsite power source.

Facts: Shift Manager called the SRI at 1530 today. At 0030 this morning, Ops received a 24 SPT alarm for
gassing. PSEG obtained an Initial reading of 105 ppm ethylene but was not able to obtain a followup sample
since the Chevron monitoring system malfunctioned. Ops decided to implement the Adverse Condition
Monitoring (ACM) plan guidance on the xfmr (already in place) that the xfmr should be unloaded if ethylene
exceeded 100 ppm. Loads were transferred to the 23 SPT. Subsequently, the 24 SPT had another
alarm. PSEG obtained initial and confirmatory readings of 203 or so ppm ethylene. Ops implemented the next
step in the ACM that directs de-energization of the xfmr, This placed Salem 2 in a 72 hr S/D LCO at 1356 hrs
due to being on a single source of offsite power, Salem 2 has 3 vital busses and 2 offsite power xfmrs along
with an EDG per vital bus. Online risk is now Yellow due to the condition. Attached is the current version of
the ACM,

Discussion: Per phoncon with the Shift Manager, the readings on the installed Chevron system have been
correlating with those performed by lab analysis (Maplewood).

Actins:
PSEG - is taking RMAs to include protecting equipment. Salem 3 Is available. The OCC is staffed and
mobilizing a project team to replace the xmfr. Per phoncon with Kevin Chambliss, NRA, PSEG does not
expect that they can replace the xfmr prior to expiration of the LCO. He wanted us to know that PSEG
is preliminarily preparing to request a NOED followed by an emergent one-time TS amendment. Details
on this and more on the xmfr to follow.

NRC - Salem residents to monitor the situation via various inspection samples to include 1R13 (emergent risk),
1 R19 (PMT), and IR04Q (partial equipment lineup). No travel to the site will occur tonight based on pending
adverse weather; the residents are in standby in the case that the Salem 2 situation worsens, Branch,
including residents, to review the requirements of IMC 0410 on NOEDs (also attached).

Pat Finney
Salem SRI
8S56-935-13850

2



From: D'_.x'•.. Aunu
To: Da r .. ; Aa ; .
SubjW-t: RE: StH - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - ]nitial information
Date: Friday, February 14, 2014 3:45:46 PM

Oh, and I think I'm around on Monday too.., you can text my phone -- and you can email me (which
comes to my phone) at (b)(6)

Happy Valentines Day!

From: Baxter, Angela
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 3:43 PM
To: Hughey, John; Khanna, Meena
Cc: Ennis, Rick; Lamb, John; Whited, Jeffrey; Lee, Erika
Subject: RE: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information

John: Iu vnl n•pd my ssistance over the weekend for an exigent amendment, etc. you can call my cell
phone. I(b)(6) TI don't think the LA really has a role in a NOED.

I'm around much of the weekend except Sat night for a few hours and Sunday for church in the AM
and then 2 hours in the afternoon.

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 6:42 AM
To: Khanna, Meena
Cc: Ennis, Rick; Lamb, John; Whited, Jeffrey; Baxter, Angela; Lee, Erika
Sub)ect: -•: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information

Meena,

I would like to request to telework today. We Q 2 feet of snow u he nd my car is still snowed in
my driveway, I can be reached atlb)(6) home) o¶(r))ell).

Per the e-mail below (that I just read this morning) PSEG is preliminarily preparing to request a NOED
followed by an exigent one-time TS amendment for Salem U2 due to an out of service Station Power
Transformer. Salem Unit 2 is in a 72 hr Shutdown LCO that expires at 1356 on Sunday. [ will call the
PSEG licensing contact and speak with the residents for more details. I will then line up the appropriate
personnel for a NOED review and NOED call that will most likely run into the weekend. Since this is a
transformer/electrical system issue, Jake Zimmerman's branch (EEEB) will be the appropriate NRR tech
staff reviewers, I should think.

Thanks and I will keep you updated,
John

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 201 4: M
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel, GIer Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam -

Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLM - 24 Stabon Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importance: High

Bottom line up front: Salem Unit 2 is In a 72 hr Shutdown LCO that expires at 1356 on Sunday due to
de-energizing the 24 Station Power Xfmr (SPT). This places Salem 2 in a Yellow risk condition based on



all three vital busses being supplied from the same offsite power source.

Facts: Shift Manager cal!ed the SRI at 1530 today. At 0030 this roming, Op 'eýed a Z4 SPT alarm
for gassing. PSEG obtained an initial reading of 105 ppm ethylene but w able to obtain a followup
sample since the Chevron monitoring system malfunctioned. Ops deci to implement the Adverse
Condition Monitoring (ACM) plan guidance on the xfmr (already in h) tat the xfmr should be
unloaded if ethylene exceeded 100 pprn. Loads were trans the 23 SPT. Subsequently, the 24
SPT had another alarm. PSEG obtained initial and confirmat M readings of 203 or so ppm ethylene,
Ops implemented the next step in the ACM that directs d nergizatlon of the xfmtr This placed Salem
2 in a 72 hr S/D LCO at 1356 hrs due to being on a si e source of offsite power. Salem 2 has 3 vital
busses and 2 off site power xfmrs along with an EW r vital bus. Online risk is now Yellow due to the
condition. Attached is the current version ofth

Discussion: Per phoncon with the Shift Mýaer, the readings on the installed Chevron system have
been correlating with those performed by.44b analysis (Maplewood).

Actions:
PSEG - is taking RMAs to includea/potecbng equipment. Salem. 3 is availabte. The OCC is staffed and
mobilizing a project team to nrejce the xmfr. Per phonion with Kevin Chambliss, NRA, PSEG does not
expect that they can replace/he xfmr prioy to expiration of the LCO. He wanted us to know that PSEG
is preliminarily preparing *request a NOED followed by an emergent one-time TS amendment. Details
on this and more on the, xmfr to follow,./
NRC - Salem resldqis to monitor the situation via various inspection samples to include IR 13
(emergent risk), ,1R19 (PMT), and 1R04Q (partial equipment lineup). No travel to the site will oocur
tonight based .n pending adverse weather; the residents are in standby in the case that the Salem 2
situation worsens, Branch, including residents, to review the requirements of IMC 0410 on NOEDs (also
attached).

Pat Finney
Salem SRI
856-935-3850



To- f. cdi k i. 4 L

Subject. RtE; 511- 24 5tatirf Power XInw oasom - lnmtgd etvgrm~cr'
D~atet I1roday, Fe•eruay 14, 21114 3:57•A PM

Angle and Erika, thanks to much for your offer: to assist 4s. John H, Louise, and: myself wiAl be on the
NOED call with the licensee at 6:30 pn, this, evening. W4 dcon't know where. we are going to end up
right now with regards to the need of ap emergency or exigent LAR so We %Jill cbnlact you as
necessary. Thanks aain arod H#pp. Heart Day1. :0 .

From; Lee, Enka
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 31S1 PM
To: Baxter, Angela; Hughey, John; Khanna, Meena
Cc: Ennis, Rick; Lamb, 3oh*; Whited, #frvey
Subject, RE: SLM - 24 Statign Powe"r Xftr gasOng - Initial information
Importance: Nigh

As I indicated to Meena, I'm available to w9 .nJo~..LieIse enough so that I can come in on
shart notice, You can ca r me •n my cell

Thanks,
Erika

----- Original Message-----
From: Baxter, Angela •
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 3:44 PM
To: Hughey, lohn; Khanna, Meena
Ccý Ennis, Rick; Lamb, John; Whited, ; Lee, Erika
Subject: RE: SLM - 24 Station Pe r gassing - Initial information

John: m ista over the weekend for an exigent amendment, etc. you can call my cell
phone (b)(6) I 't think the LA really has a role In a NOED,

I'm around much of weekend except Sat night for a few hours and Sunday for church in the AM
and then 2 hours ip'-he afternoon.

/,

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 6:42 AM
To: Khanna, Meena
Cc: Ennis, Rick; Lamb, John; Whited, Jeffrey; Baxter, Angela; Lee, Erika
Subject: FW: SLM - 24 Stabon Power Xfmr gassing I 'I information

Meena,

I would like to request to telework, 2 feet of .vnyuh-emB14 my car is still snowed in
my driveway, I can be reached at (b)(6) horme) or ý ce ll).

Per the e-mail below (that I just r this morning) PSEG is preliminarily preparing to request a NOED
followed by an exigent one-tim S amendment for Salem U2 due to an out of service Station Power
Transformer. Salem Unit 2 is'ifi a 72 hr Shutdown LCO that expires at 1356 on Sunday. I will call the
PSEG licensing contact and ak with the residents for more details. I will then Itne up the appropriate
personnel for a NOED revj* and NOEW call that will most likely run into the weekend. Since this is a
transformer/electrical system issue, Jake Zimmerman's branch tEEEB) will be the appropriate NRR tech
staff reviewers. I shotid think,

/ S



Thanks and I will keep you updated,
John

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 4;18 PM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; •es,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importance: High

Bottom line up front: Salem Unit 2 is in a 72 hr Shutdown LCO that expires 1356 on Sunday due to
de-energizing the 24 Station Power Xfmr (SPT). This places Salem 2 in a ellow risk condition based on
all three vital busses being supplied from the same offsite power sour

Facts: Shift Manager called the SRI at 1530 today. At 0030 this, morning, Ops received a 24 SPT alarm
for gassing. PSEG obtained an initial reading of 105 ppm etjiiene but was not able to obtain a followup
sample since the Chevron monitoring system malfunctioned. Ops dedded to implement the Adverse
Conditton Monitoring (ACM) plan guidance on the xfmr.,already in place) that. the xfmr should be
unloaded if ethylene exceeded 100 ppm. Loads weretransferred to the 23 SPT. Subsequently, the 24
SPT had another alarm. PSEG obtained initial and.tonfirmatory readings of 203 or so ppm ethylene.
Ops implemented the next step in the ACM that.-directs de-energization of the xfmr. This placed Salem
2 in a 72 hr S/D LCO at 1356 hrs due to being on a single source of off site power. Salem 2 has 3 vital
busses and 2 offsite power xfmrs along with an EDG per vital bus, Online risk is now Yellow due to the
condition. Attached is the current version of the ACM.

Discussion: Per phoncon with the Shift Manager, the readings on the installed Chevron system have
been correlating with those performed by lab analysis (Maplewood),

Actions:
PSEG - is taking RMAs to include protecting equipment. Salem 3 is available. The OCC is staffed and
mobilizing a pro)ect team to replace the xmfr. Per phoncon with Kevin Chambliss, NRA, PSEG does not
expect that they can replace the xfmr prior to expiration of the LCO. He wanted us to know that PSEG
is preflminarily preparing to request a NOED followed by an emergent one-urme TS amendment Detafis
on this and more on the xnfr to follow.

NRC - Salem residents to monitor the situation via various inspection samples to include 1R13
(emergent risk), 1R19 (PMT), and 1R04Q (partial equipment lineup). No travel to the site will occur
tonight based on pending adverse weather; the residents are in standby in the case that the Salem 2
situation worsens. Branch, including residents, to review the requirements of IMC 0410 on NOEDs (also
attached),

Pat Finney
Salem SRI
856-935-3850



Tro, .. ,,..,• .

Subject" FW. SLM - 24 Strain Power Xfhr -nq - Inital Irtr, orato'i
011W Frday, FeWzuary 14, 2014 T'45;Q AM

Impartanvm High

Roy and Sing,

Forwarding to you since Jake is out of the office and we have a delayed opening. We
have a pteliminary NOED call with PSEG for a Salem U2 station power transformer
replacement. I have sent the bridge line information already via separate e-mail.

I am working form home today and you can reach me a (b)(6) me)
cell).

T ha ks,

John

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 9;03 AM
To: Zimmerman, Jacob
Subject: FW: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Impor•anee: High

Jake,

Salem U2 will be requesting a NOED later today or tomorrow for a station power
transformer replacement We have a call with the licensee at 1 1am this morning. I see
from the calendar that you are out of the office today and I am sending this e-mail to you in
order to see who is acting for you per your out of office reply.

Thanks,
John

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8:53 AM
To; Stud'ell, Sheldon; Chung, Donald
Cc: Khanna, Meena
Subject: FW: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importan-e: High

Donald and Sheldon.

Here is the information we have at this time. There may be an 1 1:00am preliminary phone
call with the licensee this morning and I will get you the bridge line information if that
occurs.

As we discussed, the licensee will need as much as 120 hours past the 72 hour rule of

thumb for NOED durations N total NOED time of -192 hours). In discussing this with
Sheldon Stuche l, I understand'that we will generaliy extend the NOED duration for the



entire amount of time requested if the information we receive in the NOED request, and
the time we have to analyze it, allow us to make the determination that the risk is
acceptable for the entire outage time required. If not, then we need the l4censee to submit
an emergency TS amendment with additional information.

I am orkng from home today and you can reach me at home Otf(b)(6) I on my
cel ýt : my home phone doesn't pick up for son e /

Thank,
John

jihn Hughey

,,7iemr/ Hope Creek./"MI Project Man~ger

NRR - 1ivision of Operating Reactor Llc~nsni
Phone 3,101-415-3204

.ý'Ij: q- -LLt r j P -viI~r .

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 4:18 PM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Cc Finney, Patrick
Subject: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - initial information
Importance- High

Bottom line up front: Salem Unit 2 is in a 72 hr Shutdown LCO that expires at 1356 on
Sunday due to de-energizing the 24 Station Power Xfmr (SPT). This places Salem 2 in a
Yellow risk condition based on all three vital busses being supplied from the same offsIte
power source,

EAW&: Shift Manager called the SRI at 1530 today. At 0030 this morning, Ops received a
24 SPT alarm for gassing. PSEG obtained an initial reading of 105 ppm ethylene but was
not able to obtain a followup sample since the Chevron monitoring system malfunctioned.
Ops decided to implement the Adverse Condition Monitoring (ACM) plan guidance on the
xfrnr (already in place) that the xfmr should be unloaded if ethylene exceeded 100 ppm.
Loads were transferred to the 23 SPT. Subsequently, the 24 SPT had another alarm.
PSEG obtained initial and confirmatory readings of 203 or so ppm ethylene. Ops
implemented the next step in the ACM that directs de-energization of the xfmr. This
placed Salem 2 in a 72 hr SID LCO at 1356 hrs due to being on a single source of offaite
power. Salem 2 has 3 vital busses and 2 offsfte power xfmrs along with an EDG per vital
bus. Online risk is now Yellow due to the condition. Attached is the current version of the
ACM.

LDiasion' Per phoncon with the Shift Manager, the readings on the installed Chevron
system have been correlating with those performed by lab analysis (Maplewood).

Actions:
PSEG - is taking RMAs to include protecting equipment. Salem 3 is available. The OCC
is staffed and mobilizing a project team to replace the xmfr, Per phoncon with Kevin



Chambliss, NRA, PSEG does not expect that they can replace the xfmr prior to expiration
of the LCO. He wanted us to know that PSEG is preliminarily preparing to request a
NOED followed by an emergent one-time TS amendment. Details on this and more on the
xmfr to follow.

NRC - Salem residents to monitor the situation via various inspection samples to include
1 R13 (emergent risk), 1 R19 (PMT), and 1R04Q (partial equipment lineup). No travel to the
site will occur tonight based on pending adverse weather; the residents are in standby in
the case that the Salem 2 situation worsens. Branch, including residents, to review the
requirements of IMC 0410 on NOEDs (also attached).

Pat Finney

Salem SRI

856-935-3850



To:
subject, RE. SLM - 24 Stltao Puwer Xfmr qassMn - lirdai hfuman~t
DOW: H, day, Februaty 14, 2014 .11:16 0-0AM

John,

Was the called cancelled? I have been on the bridge libe for a while but nobody has called in.

Tania

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 10:03 AM
To; Martinez-Navedo, Tania
Cc: Matharu, Gurcharan; Khanna, Meena
Subject: RE: S. - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information

Tania,

Please call me at home a)6) when you get into the office to confirm who the Saiem U2
NOED support person will ve in EttM.

Thanks,
John

From: Matharu, Gurcharan
Sent! Friday, February 14, 2014 9:50AM
To: Hughey, John
Cc: Martinez-Navedo, Tania; Mathew, Roy; Zimmerman, Jacob
SubjWct: RE: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information

John,
Roy and lake are both taking a day off today. Tanla is acting BC. I can support the call.
Let me look at what has transpired in the past.

Please fee eto call me on my cel (b)(6) 301-415-4057 which rolls over to my home
landlinr (b)(6) II am also ....... ,,,,n.3 1 - 7

Singh

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:45 AM
To: Mathew, Roy; Matharu, Gurcharan; Zimmerman, Jacob
Subject: FW: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importance: High

Roy and Sing,

Forwarding to you since Jake is out of the office and we have a delayed opening. We have a
preliminary NOED call with PSEG for a Salem U2 station power transformer replacement. I have sent
the bridge line information already via separate e-mail.

I am working form home today and you can reach me at 1(b)(6) home) O(b)(6) cell).

Thanks,
John

From: Hughey, John



Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 9:03 AM
To: Zimmerman, Jacob
Subject: FW; SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importance: High

Jake,

Salem U2 will be requesting a NOED later today or tomorrow for a station power transformer
replacement. We have a call with the licensee at 11am this morning. I see from the calendar that you
are out of the office today and I am sending thts e-mail to you in order to see who is acting for you per
your out of office reply,

Thanks,
John

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8:53 AM
To: Stuchell, Sheldon; Chung, Donald
Cc: Khanna, Meena
Subject: FW; SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importance: High

Donald and Sheldon,

Here is the irtformation we hav t this time, There may be an 11:00am preliminary phone call with
the licensee this morning and , will get you the bridge line Information if that occurs.

As we discussed, the ticen will need as much as 120 hours past the 72 hour rule of thumb for NOED
durations (a total NOEl) ii e of ,192 hours). In discussing this with Sheldon Stuchell, I understand
that we will generaliy e end the NOED duration for the entire amount of time requested if the
Information we rece ve n the NOED request, and the time we have to analyze It, allow us to make the
determination that t risk is acceptable for the entire outage time required. If not, then we need the
licensee to submit emergency TS amendment with additional.Jnformation.

I am working from home today and you can reach me at hopte at (b)(6) r on my cell atl/h)(6)
1(b)(6) if my home phone doesn t pick up for some reasbn. I

Thanks,
John

John Hughey
Salem / Hope r-eek I TMI Project Manager
NRR - Division of Operating Reactor Licens'ig
Phone: 301-415-3204
e-mail: 3ohnHughey~nrc,gov< • Jýhn.. u Oyrlrr.9o >

From: Finney. Patrick
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2,014 4:18 PM
To: Barkley, Richard; Dentel.,Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, John; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
8nandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick 7./
Subject: SLM - 24 Statien Power Xfmr gassing - Initial Information
ImPortance; High /

Bottom line up front: Salem Unit 2 is in a 72 hr Shutdown LCO that expires at 1356 on Sunday due to.
de-energizing the 24 Station Power Xfmr (SPT). This places Salem 2 in a Yellow risk condition based on
all three vital busses being supplied from the same offsite power source.

Facts: Shift Manager called the SRI at 1530 today. At 0030 this morning, Ops received a 24 SPT alarm



for gassing. PSEG obtained an Initial reading of 105 ppm ethylene but was not able to obtain a followup
sample since the Chevron monitoring system mafunctioned, Ops decided to implement the Adverse
Condition Monitoring (ACM) plan guidance on the xfmr (already in place) that the xfmr should be
unloaded if ethylene exceeded 100 ppm. toads were btansferred to the 23 SPT. Subsequently, the 24
SPT had another alarm. PSEG obtained initial and confirmatory readings of 203 or so ppm ethylene,
Ops implemented the next step In the ACM that directs de-energization of the xlmr. This placed Safem
2 in a 72 hr S/D LCO at 1356 hrs due to being on a single source of offsite power. Salem 2 has 3 vital
busses and 2 offsite power xfmrs along with an EDG per vital bus, Online risk is now Yellow due to the
condition. Attached is the current version of the ACMZI,

Dtscu5sion: Per phoncon with the Shift Manager, the readings on the installed Chevron system have
been corelating with those performed by tab analysis (Maplewood).

Actions:
PSEG - is taking RMAs to include protecting equipment. Salem 3 is available. The OCC is staffed and
mobilizing a proiect team to replace the xmfr, Per phoncron with Kevin Chambliss, NRA, PSEG does not
expect that they can replace the xfmr prior to expiration of the LCO, He wanted us to know that PSEG
is preiiminarily preparing to request a NOED followed by an emergent one-time TS amendment, Details
on thms and more on the xmfr to follow,

NRC - Salem residents to monitor the situation via various inspection samples to inctude 1113
(emergent nsk), 1R19 (PMT), and 1R04Q (partial equipment lineup). No travel to the site will occur
tonight based on pending adverse weather; the residents are in standby In the case that the Salem 2
situation worsens, Branch, including residents, to review the requirements of IMC 0410 on NOEDs (also
attached).

Pat Finney
Salem SRI
856-935-3850



From: ;
TO: k -&,-.." 0

Subject- FM SL 4 Statio Power xrm 9assirQg , Enialin to
Date: Fe-ay, Ftbnery 14, 2Ot4 IQ:12:Q0 AM

I notice that the ACM that you attached was from last September, What did they do to fix
it then? Or did the problem go away for awhile7

From: Khanna, Meena
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 8:56 AM
Tot Lund, Louise; Evans, Michele
Subject: Fw: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information
Importance: High

Hi, here is some detaited info regarding 1he potential NOED for Salem U2. We are In the process of
getting Jake's branch involved. Thx

From: Hughey, John
To: Stuchell, Sheldon; Chung, Donald
Cc: Khanna, Meena J V
Sent: Fri Feb 14 08:52:39 2014
Subject: FW: SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - Initial information

Donald and Sheldon,

Here is the information we have at this time. There may be an 11;00am preliminary phone
call with the licensee this morning and I will get you the bridge line information if that
occurs.

As we discussed. the licensee will need as much as 120 hours past the 72 hour rule of
thumb for NOED durations .(a total NOED time of -192 hours). In discussing this with
Sheldon Stuchell, I understand that we will generally extend the NOED duration for the
entire amount of time re('uested if the information we receive in the NOED request, and
the time we have to an iyze it, allow us to make the determination that the risk is
acceptable for the en e outage time required: If not, then we need the licensee to submit
an emergency TS a. ndment with additional information.

am working from oye today and you can reach me at home ati(b)(6) r on my
cell atl(b)(6) if my home phone doesn't pick up for some reason:

Thanks."
John

Iohr) Hugnev
SPIe-M/ ?Hope Creek/ /1M! Pfo1Clt NAar-,er

- .yo ..F .......... • .... :;.... icco nsrg

•iUo*k. 3:.-.'.1 A 5- -320]4



From: Finney, Patrick 
1: '

Sent: Thursday, February 13, 201.4 4:18 PM
To: Sarkdey, Richard; Dentel, Glenn; Draxton, Mark; Dumont, Louis; Hughey, hn; Ott, Carol; Reyes,
Brandon; Ziedonis, Adam
Cc- Finney, Patrick'
Subjet SLM - 24 Station Power Xfmr gassing - nlmtlal infor•mation
Importance: High

Bottom line up front: Salem Unit 2 Is in a 72 hr Shutdown J0 that expires at 1356 on
Sunday due to de-energizing the 24 Station Power Xfmr PT). This places Salem 2 in a
Yellow risk condition based on all three vital busses be! supplied from the same offsite
power source.

E•aMt: Shift Manager called the SRI at 1530 today'. At 0030 this morning, Ops received a
24 SPT alarm for gassing. PSEG obtained an initial reading of 105 ppm ethylene but was
not able to obtain a followup sample since the Chevron monitoring system malfunctioned.
Ops decided to implement the Adverse Condition Monitoring (ACM) plan guidance on the
xfmr (already in place) that the xfmr should be unloaded if ethylene exceeded 100 ppm.
Loads were transferred to the 23 SPT. Subsequently, the 24 SPT had another alarm.
PSEG obtained initial and confirmatory readings of 203 or so ppm ethylene. Ops
implemented the next step in the ACM that directs de-energization of the xfmr. This
placed Salem 2 in a 72 hr SID LCO at 1356 hrs due to being on a single source of offsite
power. Salem 2 has 3 vital busses and 2 offsite power xfmrs along with an EDG per vital
bus. Online risk is now Yellow due to the condition. Attached is the current version of the
ACM.

Q fl: Per phoncon with the Shift Manager, the readings on the installed Chevron
system have been correlating with those performed by lab analysis (Maplewood).

A6dona:
PSEG - is taking RMAs to Include protecting equipment, Salem 3 is available. The OCC
is staffed and mobilizing a project team to replace the xmfr. Per phoncon with Kevin
Chambriss, NRA, PSEG does not expect that they can replace the xfmr prior to expiration
of the LCO. He wanted us to know that PSEG is preliminarily preparing to request a
NOED followed by an emergent one-time TS amendment. Details on this and more on the
xmfr to follow.

NRC - Salem residents to monitor the situation via various inspection samples to include
1 R1 3 (emergent risk), 1 RI 9 (PMT), and 1 R04Q (partial equipment lineup). No travel to the
site will occur tonight based on pending adverse weather; the residents are in standby in
the case that the Salem 2 situation worsens. Branch, including residents, to review the
requirements of IMO 0410 on NOEDs (also attached).

Pat FInney

Saiem S•I
856-935-3850



Hillary-Bush, Nina

From: Waig, Gerald
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 9:54 AM
To; Hitlary-BusK Nina
Cc: Elliott, Robert, Anderson, Shaun
Subject FW: Gerry Wai9,

Salem NOED related emal

From: Waig, Gerald
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 8:1- PM
To: Hughey, John
Subject-, FVW: Gerry Walg

John.
Please call or text me on my below cell phone number to contact me regarding further meetings tonight
regarding the Salem NOED. Otherwise I can be reached at 301- 415-2260 (office phone is forwarded to my
home number).
Gerry

From: Matharu, Gurcharan
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 1:29 PM
To: Khanna, Meeria
Cc: Hughey, John; Waig, Gerald
Subject: Gerry Waig

Meena,
I have not asked Gerry's permission but his Cell phone number i(( 6)

(Sorry Gerry)
Singh



lan-nor, -Matthew

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Khanna, Meena
Saturday, February 15, 2014 1:20 PM
Scott, Michael
Re: Salem U2 NOED

[Thanks Mike, We are having a HQ discussion at 1:3073

----- Original Message
From: Scott, Michael
To: Khanna,.. Meena
Sent: Sat Feb 15 13:01:28 2014
Subject: Re: Salem U2 NOED

Think Louise is working on an earlier one to further discuss the noed vs amendment issue. Believe she is
asking John Hughey to coordinate.

Sent from my NRC blackberry
Michael Scott

---- Original Message
From: Khanna, Meena
To: Scott, Michael
CC: Hughey, John; Dentel, Glenn; Benner, Eric; Lund, Louise
Sent: Sat Feb 15 11:26:10 2014
Subject: Re: Salem U2 NOED

Great, thanks, Mike. John is going to go ahead and take care of the 4 pm internal call and he has the list of
fparticipants. Hopefully we will have received the licensee's revised draft of their NOED request an hour or so

before the call. Let us know of any other calls that are needed. Thanksl

-- Original Message
From: Scott. Michael
To: Khanna, Meena
Cc: Hughey, John; Dentel. Glenn; Benner, Eric- Lund, Louise
Sent: Sat Feb 15 11:13:08 2014
Subject RE: Salem U2 NOED

Meena:

Happy for you to do that. Please go ahead - and thanks. Do you have the entire list of players?

Mike

From: Khanna, Meena
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 10:36 AM
To: Scott, Michael
Cc: Hughey, John
Subject: Salem U2 NOED " FI-



Good morning, Mike. Pis let me know if you'd like for DORL to set up any calls through the HOO, in support of
any further discussions needed. We can go ahead and schedule the internal call for 4 pm today. We can take
care of sending out the schedulers, as Well, so that folks can plan accordingly. We will be happy to do this, but
don't want to duplicate any other efforts. Pis advise, thanks.

.2



Barkley, Richard

From:
Senit
TO:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments-

CChambliss, Kevin <Kevin.Chambliss@pseg.com>
-Siiurday. Fe•-ruary 15. 2014 3:44 PM .
Finne7, Patrick

Wagner, Lawrence M, Perry, John F, (SALEM, VP)
Current revisions of NOED and cover letter
letterhead rev 3 .doc; NOED 24 SPT enclosure rev 4 NRC Comments Incorp~doc

Pat,
Current revisions attached. I call to validate you received them,
Kevin

Kevin Chambliss: C.IE'8 Nt.:,Q r I- j Sale. g Generating Staji\nl Manager Regulatory Affairs P.0, B0x 236 MC X;0S Hancocks
Bridge, NJ o0038-1236 Office 656-339-1792 CelJ(b)(6) jKevjn.Charbss q.. M
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..... . ... ..... ........ . . .. . .... ......... ..... . .. ... .... . . ... .... ........ . .. ........... . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . ..... .. .. ..... ... .. .. ..... .. ..... .. .... ... . . . . .. . .. . . .. .

The information contained it this e-mail, including any attachment(s), is intended solely for use by the
named addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient, or a person designated as responsible for
delivering such messages to the intended recipient, you are not authorized to disclose, copy, distribute or
retain this message, in whole or in part, without written authorization from PSEG This e-mail may
contain proprietary, confidential or privileged information. If you have received this message in error,
please notify the sender immediately. This notice is included in all e-mail messages leaving PSEG. Thank
you for your cooperation.

I
{3 Y



Barkley, Richard

From, Scott, Michael
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 11:13 AM
To: Lew, David
Cc: Benner, Eric
Subject. RE: Noed status

That is our objective - please stay tuned.

From: Lew, David
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 11:08 AM
To: Scott, Michael
Cc: Benner, Eric
Subject: Re: Noed status

Okay. Do we need to come Into internal alignment on NOED vs NOED/ETSC before the afternoon call? This way, we can
let the licensee know the path forward if we decide to grant.

Sent via My Workspace for IOS

On Saturday, February 15, 2014 at 9:13:15 AM, "Scott, Michae <Michael:Sco.ttnMM,•> wrote,

Call went okay - lots of questions. We told licensee call likely late this afternoon. Staff has some cOncerns with the
ficensee's plan to use Salem Unit 3 as alternate power source - from reliability perspective as well as HC coordination
since can power either plant. Some questions on the list of protecteo equipment. More to come.

Sent from my NRC blackberry

(b)(6

From: Lew, David
To: Scott, Michael
C:c Lew, David; Benner, Eric
Sent: Sat Feb 15 08:27:34 2014
Subject: Re: Noed status

HOw did the call go with the licensee yesterday? Did you have a specific time to reconvene with the licensee?

Sent via My Workspace for 1OS

On Friday, February 14, 2014 at 10:12:00 PM, "Scott, Michael" <Mic:iaet.ScfotMinrc.aov> wrote:

Just got off the call. Loufse Lund will chat with Eric and me in the morning about the noed vs amendment issue, Staff
will be working on technical aspects. Reconvene the group tomorrow at 4 prm.

Sent from my NRC blackberry
_.mrh; - _

(b)(6)



Barkley, Richard

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scott, Michael
Saturday, February 15, 2014 9:16 AM
Stuchell, Sheldon

Call this morning

Sheldon: can you please call the HOO at 11 am this morning to confer with senior mgmt on the salem noed?

Sent from my NRC blackberry
Michael Scott

(b) (6)
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arkley. Richard

From: Scott, Michael
Sent Saturday, February 1S, 2014 9:13 AM
To: Lew, David
cc Benner, Eric
SuI~ect Re: Noed status

Call went okay - lots of questions. We told licensee call likely late this afternoon. Staff has some concerns with the
licensee's plan to use Salem Unit 3 as alternate power source - from reliability perspectve as well as HC Coordination
since can power either plant. Some questions on the list Of protected equipment More to coome.

Sent from my NRC blackberry

(b)(6)

From: Lew, David
To: Scott, Michael
Cc: Lew, David; BennerI Eric
Sent: Sat Feb 15 08:27:34 2014
Subject: Re:. Noed status

How did the call go with the licensee yesterday? Did you have a specific time to reconvene with the licensee?

Sent via My Workspace for iOS

On Friday, February 14, 2014 at 10:12:00 PM, "Scott, Michael" <MihaiJ,,l.y2trt.gg.> wrote:

Jutst got offthe call, Louise Lund will chat with Eric and me in the morning about the noed vs arnendment issue. Staff will be
working on technical aspects. Reconvene the group tomorrow at 4 pm.

Sent from my N RC blackberry

(b)(6)

t.



Benner, Eric

From: Scott, Michael
sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 11:13 AM
TO; Lew, David
Cc: Benref, Eric
Subject: RE: Noed status

That is our objective - please stay tuned.

From: Lew, David
Sent: Saturday, February IS, 2014 11:08 AM
To: Scott, Michael
Cc: Benner, Eric
Subject Re: Noed status

Okay. Do we need to come Into internal alignment on NOED vs NOEDIETSC before the afternoon call? This way, we can

let the licensee know the path forward If we decide to grant.

Sent via My Workspace for iOS

On Saturday, February 15, 2014 at 9:13:15 AM, "Scott, MiChaet" <Michael.Scott@nrc.gav> wrote:

Call went okay - lots of questions. We told licensee call likely late this afternoon. Staff has some concerns with the
licensee's plan to use Salem Unit 3 as alternate power source - from reliability perspective as well as HC coordination
sinoe can power either plant. Some questions on the list of protected equipment. More to come.

Sent from my NRC blackberry

From: Lew, David
To: Scott, Michael
Cc: Lew, David; Benner, Eric
Sent; Sat Feb 15 08:27:34 2014
Subject: Re: Noed status

How did the call go with the licensee yesterday? Did you have a speciflc time to reconvene with the licensee?

Sent via My Workspace for lOS

On Friday, February 14, 2014 at 10:12:00 PM, "Scott, Michael" <MIchaeI.Soott@nrc.gov> wrote:

Just got off the call. Louise Lund will chat with Eric and me in the morning about the need vs amendmentissue. Staff
will be working on technical aspects. Reconvene the group tomorrow at 4 prm,

Sent from my NRC blackberry

(b)(6) -fý7 (--f -L-



From:
To: K ,

Subjet: RE.; please read before loday% NOED Call
Da Saurday. February ý5, 20L4 9:1.7:00 AM

Thank youll

Donald is covering for me. If you must have me join, call my~backberryJ(b)(6
prefer to rely completely on my wonderful staff on these issues,

Sunil

from: Cook, William
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 5:23 PM..
TO: Weerakkody, Sunfl; Lorson, Raymond; Trapp, James
Cc: Mathew, Roy; Stuchell, Sheldon; Chung, Donald; Circle, Jeff; Mathew, Rpy; Zimmerman, Jacob;
Lee, Samson; Gitter, Joseph
Subject: RE: please read before today's NOED Call

Sunil.

Understand. We have comrqunicated this to regional management.

Bill

From: Weerakkody, Sunill
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 4:31 PM
To. Cook, William; LDrson, Raymond; Trapp, James
Cc: Mathew, Roy; Stuchell, Sheldon; Chung, Donald; Circle. Jeff; Mathew, Roy; Zimmerman, Jacob;
Lee, Samson; Gitter, Joseph
Subject. piease read before today's NOED Call

Bill.

I understand that we (NRRODRA) is supporting you on a NOED call. Donald Chung will
act on my behalf. I have been in communication with him and found out that the subject
document BTP 8-8 have been transmitted to you. NOED is a risk-informed process. The
subject BTP should not be used when dispositioning NOEDs: We have been in discussion
with DE staff (Roy Mathew) and he agreed that BTP 8-8 Is meant for risk-inforrmed
licensing actions. Based on these discussions, I request that the region does not consider
STP-8-8 as a guidance in dispositioning the subject NOED.

Thanks!

Sunif

From: Matharu, Gurcharan
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 12:08 PM
To: Hughey, John
Subject: Staff Position for AOT Extension ML1022900120

Johni



Internal EEEB document.

Please forward to the Region 1 st

Singh



Hillary-Bush, Nina

From: Waig, Gerald
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 957 AM
To; Hillary-Bush. Nina
Cc: Elliott, Robert Anderson, Shaun
Subject: FVW NOED Count

Salem NOED related email

From: Waig, Gerald
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 1:54 PM
To: Stuchell, Sheldon
Subject: RE: NOED Count

Yes. that was the original consideration, The NOED provided conditions and considerations to allow continued
operation beyond the TS 72-hour CT while assuring public mealth and safety. The licensee failed to meet the
conditions granted by staff (or continued operation beyond 72-hours. Therefore, the fcensee must defer to the
license requirement and shutdown the unit, This SD is no longer considered unnecessar as the license
clearly delineates the requirement,

If one were to use the "unnecessary transient' logic, one could argue whether any TS required shutdown is an
unnecessary transient. The NOED sets the boundaries for continued operation for a specified period of time.

From: Stuchell, Sheldon
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 12:37 PM
To, Hughey, John; Lund, Louise; Khanna, Meena; Waig, Gerald
Cc: Bahadur, Sher
Subject; RE: NOED Count

I may be the tone dissenting voice, but I believe the intent of the NOED, to avoid an unnecessary transient
shouid trump the issue we are currently in.

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 7,21 PM
To- Stuchell, Sheldon; Lund, Louise; Khanna, Meena
Cc: Bahadur, Sher
Subject: RE: NOED Count

See corrected ADAMS Number below

From: Stucheil, Sheldon
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 6:17 PM
To: Hughey, John; Lund, Louise; Khanna, Meena
Cc: B3ahadur, Sher
Subject: RE: NOED Count

I agree. I still do not understand the reluctance to move forward with the NOED and no emergency

amendment. This would be a total waste of NRR resources.

I also aon't understand all the extra conditions, but can easily accept them..



If R-I does not want to grant the enforcement discretion, I don't know why they don't tell us right up front and
tell the licensee no.

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 6:14 PM
To: Lund, Louise; Khanna, Meena; Stuchell, Sheldon
Subject: FW: NOED Count
In addition to the 2003-2004 examples Rich Barkley ,dentified for NOEDs extended beyond 72 hours, I also

found the two more contemporary examples below:

7 days for Kewaunee for EDG inoperability in January 2009 - ML100130776

14 days for Oconee for containment isolation valve inoperability in June 2011 - ML 11570484

This is not an exhaustive search. but makes the point that a 6-day NOED for Salem in this instance would be
consistent with past precedence.

Also, logistically the submission of an emergency amendment in addition to a NOED does not make sense
With the licensee providing the Emergency Amendment to us on Tuesday, and the NOED approved for only 72
hours past the TS AOT (i.e. Wednesday at 1356), we would have less than 24 hours (working around the
clock) to approve the Emergency TS amendment. Not a likely success path.

If they give us 3 days (5 days for the NOED total) under the NOED after the Emergency TS is submitted on
Tuesday, that would take us to Friday - one day before the work is complete So, the NOED would only be
shortened by one day. Again. doesn't seem logical.

John

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 5:33 PM
To: Khanna, Meena; Hughey, John
Subject: FW: NOED Count

Meena,

Below is what I found from 2003-early 2004. However, the number of NOEDs plummeted by about 1 after that
time period.

There are a few in the 2008 - 2011 time frame for more than 72 hours, but typically for more minor issues than

replacing a massive outdoor transformer in bad weather.

The NOEDs were reviewed were on this webpage.

hp :f/www.nrc. ov/readin -rmldoc-colletio nsef rem it/rli no *r aItor h m!

The most relevant one in this situation might be the one below, where a NOED was given until an exigent TS

amendment could be processed.

htt-o:t/obadupsWnrc.,oov/docs/MLO9gO2ML090.2.9 06t1 odf
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From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 4:06 PM
To: Dentel, Glenn
Subject: NOED Count

I looked at 20 NEODs on the NRC public website from 2003-2004.

7 of the 20 were for more than 72 hours

The longest was 28 days for a broken test switch at Vogtle, but that really didn't affect equipment (only the
ability to test it).

Catawba had 2 related to containment spray - One for 168 hours and one for 336 hours

Ginna had an AFW NOED for 7 days

The most relevant one was a Columbia Station EDG for 11 days due to a bad bearing that required
replacement back in early 2003.

Richard S. Barkley, PE
Nuclear and Environmental Engineer, NRC Region I
f10) 337-5328

... ... ..
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Fannon, Matthew

From: Ziedonis, Adam <AdamZiedonis@pseg comr,
Sent Sunday, February 16, 2014 8:57 PM
To: Ziedonis, Adam
Subject FW: NRC request fof spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/15

CJrm ,ardonaaesE

Sent- Sunday, February 16, 2014 7:38 PM
To: Cardona, James E.; Ziedonis, Adam; Stead, James
Cc Finney, Patrick W; Martino, Patrick A.; Quan, Roger D.
SubJe-t: RE*. NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

my contact info
dlesý x2351 •

cel b)(6)
Jim Cardona

From: Cardona, James E.
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 7:35 PM
To: Ziedonis, Adam; Stead, James
Cc: Finney, Patrick W; Martino, Patrick A,; Quan, Roger D.; Cardona, James E.
Subject: RE: NRC request for Spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

Attached are resufts from today's testing. In addition to doble and meggarfiles, PDF and MS word formats are provided in
case you do not have the doble or meggar software. Feel free to ask any questions.
Jim Cardona

From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 5:56 PM
To: Cardona, James E.; Stead, James
Cc: Rnney, Patrick W
Subject: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

Jim C. and Jim S.,

As we discussed today in the switchyard, prease send Pat (NRC Senior Resident) and I the data from the electrical testing
(Doble, meggar, etc.) performed today. Please be sure to include the acceptance criteria along with the data, so we can
reach an independent conclusion.

Thanks
Adam

Adam Ziedonis, PE
NRC Resident inspector -Salem Station
Internal Phone: x'1041

•1• ,•.... ) ...

"Grw



The information contained in this e-mail, including any attachment(s), is intended solely for use by the
named addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient, or a person designated as responsible for
delivering such messages to the intended recipient, you are not authorized to disclose, copy, distribute or
retain this message, in whole or in part, without written authorization from PSEG. This e-mail may
contain proprietary, confidential or privileged information. If you have received this message in error,
please notify the sender immediately. This notice is included in all e-mail messages leaving PSEG. Thank
you for your cooperation.

2



Fannon, Matthew

From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:00 PM
Tor. Matharu, Gurcharan
Cc: Finney, Patrick
$ubjecta FW: NRC request for spare 24 SI'I electrical testing results on 2/16

Singh,

FYI below. Looks like we had all the data.

Thanks again,
Adam

.. . ...,. ..............-....... ........ . . . . . . . . . .... . . . .. . . . . ... . . .... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ........-.. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . ...... .. . . . . . .-.

Froim2: Stead, James
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:41 AM
To: Zltedonis, Adam
Subject: RE: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

The word document file and the pdf file contain the same info as in the xml files.
You should be able to open the word document and pdf file.

From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent: Monday, February 17, 201.4 9:43 PM
To: Stead, James; Cardona, James E,
CX: Finney, Patrick W; Martino, Patrick A.; Quan, Roger D.
Subject: RE: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

Jim S. / Jim C.,

I was unable to open the xml format, even after saving to my desktop and opening with internet explorer. Requesting
to review the xml data via an alternate method. Please suggest what you think is best,

Thannks,
Adam

From( Stead, aes -3 -,

Sent: -unda, -Fbruary 16, 2014 7:49 PM
To: Cardona, James E.; Ziedonis, Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick W; Martino, Patrick A.; Quan, Roger D.
Subject: RE: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

If you want to read the xml files, you usually need to save them first (opening them from outlook usually does not work)
If they don't have a program to open them in (usually the case), open them with internet explorer.

The xml format is a mark-up language for web display and the format is on Doble's website.
Opening the xml file with the browser should allow the browser to make sense of the xml file because the file points to
the format on the Doble site. When you open the file from an e-mail in outlook it blocks access to the Doble site.

Jim



•nt"-$Ofiday, February 16, 2014 7:35 PMl
To: Ziedonis, Adam; Stead, James
Cc: Finney, Patrick W; Martino, Patrick A.; Quan, Roger D.; Cardona, James E.
Subject- RE: NRC recqist for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16
Attaohed are results from today's testing. In addition to doble and meggar files, PDF and MS word formats are provid

ase You do not have the doble or rnegýar software. Feel free to ask any questions,
.Jim Cardona

From: ZDedonis, Adam
Sent. Sunday, February 16, 2014 5S56 PM
To: Cardona, James E.; Stead, James
Cc: Finney, Patrick W
Subject: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

Jim C. and Jim S.,

As we discussed today in the switchyard, please send Pat (NRC Senior Resident) and I the data from the electrical testing
(Doble. meggar, etc.) performed today. Please be sure to include the acceptance criteria along with the data, so we can
reach an independent conclusion.

Thanks
Adam

Adam Ziedonis, PE
NRC Resident Inspector - Salem Station

The information contained in this e-mail, including any attachment(s), is intended solely for use by the
named addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient, or a person designated as responsible for
delivering such messages to the intended recipient, you are not authorized to disclose, copy, distribute or
retain this message, in whole or in part, without written authorization from PSEG. This e-mail may
contain proprietary, confidential or privileged information. If you have received this message in error,
please notify the sender Immediately. This notice is included In all e-mail messages teaving PSEG. Thank
you for your cooperation.
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Fannon, Matthew

From:
Sent:
To:.
Subject

Ziedonis, Adam <Adam.Zledonis@pseg.com>
Sunday, February 16, 2014 8:57 PM
Ziedonis, Adam
FW: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

'From: Stead, 3ame.s
Sei-itbSund"af bruary 16, 2014 7:44 PM
To: Ziedonis, Adam
Cc Finney, Patrick W
Subject: RE: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

The requirements for the test are:

Insulation resistance test (MA-AA-724-113)
Expected Acceptance Criteria (MO) Z! 500 1 _>600 (at 5000V I at 2500V)
Minimum Acceptance Criteria (MO) _>28 / Z8.32 (at 5000V I at 2500V)

Bushings without test taps (all bushings on 24SPT)
Hot collar less than ! mA leakage current

Exciting current test
Consistent pattern on alternating taps across phases

Overall power factor test (for new transformers from Doble Test Reference Data Book)
<0.5%PF

Turns ratio (IEEE C57.12.00)
+1- 0.5% of nameplate ratio

. Fm.m-ZCardona. JameesE'-
Sent Sunday, February 16, 2014 7:35 PM
To: Ztedonis, Adam; Stead, James
Cc. Finney, Patrick W; Martino, Patrick A.; Quan, Roger D.; Cardona, James E.
Subject: RE: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

Attached are results from today's testing. In addition to doble and meggar files, PDF and MS word formats. are provided in !
case you do not have the doble or meggar software. Feed free to ask any questions.
Jim Cardona

From: Ziedonls, Adam
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 5:56 PM
To: Cardona, James E,; Stead, James
Cc- Finney, Patrick W
Subject: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

Jim C. and Jim S.,

-- T--Q -i --I



As we discussed today In the switchyard, please send Pat (NRC Senior Resident) and I the data from the electrical testing
(Doble, meggar, etc.) performed today. Please be sure to include the acceptance criteria along with the data, so we can
reach an independent conclusion.

Thanks
Adam

Adam Ziedonis, PE
NRC Resident Inspector - Salem Station

1(b)(6)

The information contained in this e-mail, including any attachment(s), is Intended solely
for use by the named addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient, or a person
designated as responsible for delivering such messages to the intended recipient, you are

not authorized to disclose, copy, distribute or retain .this message, in whole or in part,
without written authorization from PSEG. This e-uail may contain proprietary,
confidential. or privileged information, If you have received this message in error,
please notify the sender immediately. This notice is included in all e-mail messages
leaving PSEG. Thank you for your cooperation.

2



Fannon. Matthew

From: Z iedonis, Adam <Adam.Ziedonis@pseg.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 15, 2014 8:57 PM
To: Ziedonis, Adam
Subject: FW: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

from: stead, James
,nt-Sunday, February 16, 2014 7:49 PM
To: Cardona, James E.; Ziedonis, Adam
Cc Finney, Patrick W; Martino, Patrick A,; Quan, Roger D.
Subject: RE: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

If you want to read the xml files, you usually need to save them first (opening them from outlook usually does not work)
If they don't have a program to open them in (usually the case), open them with internet explorer.,

The xmi format is a mark-up language for web display and the format is on Doble's website.
Opening the xml file with the browser should allow the browser to make sense of the xmi File because the file points to

the format on the Doble site. When you open the file from an e-mail in outlook it blocks access to the Dobte site.

Jim

From: Cardona, Jlames E. •--"-"' -
SentFS - ,T-yl•'•brUarST6, 2014 7:35 PM
To: Zledonis, Adam; Stead, James
Cc: Finney, Patrick W; Martino, Patrick A.; Quan, Roger D.; Cardona, James E.
Subject RE: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

Attached are results from today's testing. in addition lo doble and meggar files, PDF and MS word formats ate provided in
case you do not have the doble or meggar software, Feel free to ask any questions,
Jim Cardona

From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 5:56 PM
To: Cardona, James E.; Stead, James
Cc Finney, Patrick W
Subject: NRC request for spare 24 SPT electrical testing results on 2/16

Jim C. and Jim S..

As we discussed today in the switchyard, please send Pat (NRC Senior Resident) and I the data from the electrical testing
(Doble, meggar, etc.) performed today. Please be sure to include the acceptance criteria along with the data, so we can
reach an independent conclusion.

Thanks
Adam

Adam Ziedonis., PE



NRC Resident Inspector - Salem Station
tnternat Phone: x0041

The information contained in this e-mail, including any attachment(s), is Intended solely for use by the
named addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient, or a person designated as responsible for
delivering such messages to the intended recipient, you are not authorized to disclose, copy, distribute or
retain this message, in whole or in part, without written authorization from PSEG. This e-mail may
contain proprietary, confidential or privileged Information. If you have received this message in error,
please notify the sender immediately. This notice is included in all e-mail messages leaving PSEG. Thank
you for your cooperation.

I



harkiey, Richard

From: Scott Michael
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 5:32 PM
To: Draxton, Mark
Subject Re: NOED for Salem Unit 2

Thanks for your timely and thoughtful input Marki Hope you enjoy your holiday.

Sent from my NRC blackberry

1(b)(6)

From: Draxton, Mark
To: Scott, Michael
Sent: Sun Feb 16 07:55:48 2014
Subject: Re: NOED for Salem Unit 2

Hi Mike.

Good write-up and nice job facilitating the calls.

Thanks.

Mark

On Saturday, February 1 5, 2014 at 10:23:02 PM, "Scott, Michael" <Michael.Scott@nrc.gov> wrote:

Yesterday (Friday), PSEG Nuclear (PSEG) requested enforcement discretion from compliance with Salem
Technical Specification (TS) Section 3.8.1, "AC Sources- Operating." Station Power Transformer (SPT) 24
was declared inoperable at 1356 on February 13, 2014, as a result of transformer combustible gas levels
indicating an active thermal fault. PSEG is replacing the existing 24 SPT with a like-for-like spare.

TS 3 8.1.1 Action a for Salem Unit 2 requires restoration of the 24 SPT to Operable status within 72 hours or
be in at least Hot Standby within the next 6 hours and in Cold Shutdown within the following 30 hours. PSEG
requested enforcement discretion for a period of 6 days, beginning at 1356 on February 16, 2014.

The licensee provided a draft written Notice of Enforcement Discretion (NOED) request Friday evening,
including addressing all the staff evaluation criteda under Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0410 Section
0410-07. The staff held a call with the licensee that evening at the licensee's request, during which the
licensee verbally made its NOED request. Region i, as well as NRR Tech Spec and Electrical branches, and
the NRR Divisions of Risk Assessment and Policy and Rulemaking, participated in the call, At that time, the
staff raised numerous questions, most of which the licensee addressed at the time but a few of which the
licensee took back to consider and respond in a subsequent call. These questions included some regarding
the reliability of the "jet engines" installed on site as a compensatory measure for the SPT 24 outage, the
interface with Hope Creek (to which the jet engines can also supply power), contingencies for failure of other
equipment during the proposed NOED period, and re-evaluation of the list of protected equipment.

The licensee revised its draft written NOED submittal in response to the Friday call, and resubmitted the draft
request for staff review. At 1800 this evening, the staff discussed the results of its technical review with the



lic'~nsee, All staff technical concerns and questions were resolved, in some cases with conditions on a NOED
'should It be granted.

Several challenges to approval of the NOED involved the guidance in IMC 0410. Specifically, that guidance
states: "Most NOED requests should be for a CT period of 72 hours or less.0 "If a licensee is requesting a
NOED for greater than 72 hours, a license amendment request (LAR) Is more appropriate and the NOED may
be used to allow time for the LAR to be considered.* Staff raised concerns about various aspects of a
requested NOED duration twice the 72 hours noted in the guidance, including the increased likelihood of the
licensee requesting further time beyond the 6 days proposed for the NOED and the apparent inconsIstency of
the duration requested with the guidance quoted. Further, cognizant NRR management had determined that
the nature of this request made submittal of an LAR not necessary, appropriate, or good use of staff
resources. This position could be viewed as inconsistent with the guidance quoted. and was a concern to
some staff members.

You, as Acting Administrator for Region 1, provided an opportunity for staff with views and concerns on this
matter to share them with you. You also heard my recommendation that the NOED be approved, considering
the low risk of the proposed activity, the view of NRR that an LAR would not add significant technical depth to
the review, that there is regulatory precedent for allowing NOEDs greater than 72 hours, and that conditions
would be imposed on the NOED to help address some of the staff concerns raised. Specifically, the licensee
would be expected to notify the staff immediately if protected equipment failed or the schedule margin for the
planned work was used up, such that there would no longer be a reasonable expectation that the work could
be completed within the NOED window. While the staff would of course consider any licensee proposed path
forward in such a situation, the staff's likely decision in such event would be to terminate the NOE D and require
the licensee to comply with its technical specifications.

At approximately 2015 this evening, you authorized me to grant the NOED as requested, subject to the
conditions noted. I provided the verbal authorization, as well as the conditions, to the licensee at
approximately 2110 this evening. There are two action items for the staff emerging from this; both pertain to
NRR.

1. NRR will strongly consider revising IMC 0410 to more clearly reflect the practice of granting NOEDs for
durations beyond 72 hours based on the merits of each specific case. and the possibility that such
cases would not call for the licensee to submit a LAR.

2. NRR will provide the licensee references to cases in which other licensees have taken action to ensure
loss of similar transformer applications can be addressed within a 72-hour LCO, this avoiding need for
a NOED. The staff would view a repeat NOED request for the same Issue as very problematic.

I would like to offer my thanks to the many staff members who devoted extensive time over the weekend to
bring this matter to conclusion. AJl interactions on this matter were conducted in a manner fully consistent with
open collaborative work environment, and with appropriate first focus on safety. I don't dare attempt to name
all the Involved personnel here for fear I leave someone out. But I am sure their managers will recognize them
for a job very well done. The licensee expressed their appreciation for the staffs professionalism on this
matter.

Mike Scott
Acting Director
Region ! Division of Reactor Projects
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Hillary-Bush, Nina

From: Waig, Gerald
Sent: Friday, April 1.8; 2014 10,17 AM
To. Hillary-Bush, Nina
Cc: . Elliott, Robert: Anderson, Shaun
SbJjectt FW: NOED Count

Received Salem NOED related email

From: Stuchell, Sheldon
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 2:00 PM
To: Waig, Gerald
Subject: RE: NOED Count

Agree, but as far as I'm concerned, I didn't really hear a 100% vote that both trains were required to meet the
commitment- I'm struggling to accept that a loss of one train now, versus a loss of one train tomorrow, would
require them to shut down We went into the NOED granting, with the full understanding that the gas
generators were only 70% reliable, So, the gas turbine being a protected unit and as a compensatory measure
are good and valid, but with one train still up and running, and they expect to have it fixed in 3 hours. I think we
let them keep operating,

From: Waig, Gerald
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 1:54 PM
To. StucheIl, Sheldon
Subject: RE: NOED Count

Yes. that. was the original consideration. The NOED provided conditions and considerations to allow continued
operation beyond Ihe TS 72-hour CT while assuring public health and safety, The licensee failed to meet the
conditions granted by staff for continued operation beyond 72-hours, Therefore. the licensee must defer to the
license requirement and shutdown the unit This SD is no longer considered unnecessa__y as the license
clearly delineates the requirement,

If one were to use the "unnecessary transient' logic, one could argue whether any TS required shutdown is an
unnecessary transient. The NOED sets the boundaries for continued operation for a specified period of time

From, Stuchell, Sheldon
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 12:37 PM
Tw. Hughey, John; Lund, Louise; Khanna, Meena; Waig, Gerald
Cc.: Bahadur, $her
Subject RE: NOED Count

I may be the lone dissenting voice, but I believe the intent of the NOED, to avoid an unnecessary transient
should trump the issue we are currently in,

From. Hughey, John
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 7:21 PM
To: Stuchell, Sheldon; Lund, Louise; Khanna, Meena
Cc Bahadur, Sher
Subject: RE: NOED Count

See corrected ADAMS Number below -



From: Stuchell, Sheldon
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 6:17 PM
To" Hughey, John; Lund, Louise; Khanna, Meena
Cc: Bahadur, Sher
Subject- RE: NOED Count

agree. I still do not understand the reluctance 1o move forward with the NOED and no emergency
amendment. This would be a total waste of NRR resources.

I also don't understand al! the extra conditions, but can easily accept them.

If R-4 does not want to grant the enforcement discretion, I don't know why they don't tell us fight up front and
tell the licensee no.

From: Hughey, John
Sent, Saturday, February 1S, 2014 6:14 PM
To: Lund, Louise; Khanna, Meena; Stuchell, Sheldon
Subject; FW: NOED Count

In addition to the 2003-2004 examples Rich Barkiey identified for NOEDs extended beyond 72 hours, I also
found the Iwo more contemporary examples below-

7 days for Kewaunee for EDG inoperability in January 2009- MLI100130776

14 days for Oconee for containment isolation valve inoperabifity in June 2011 - ML111570484

This is not an exhaustive searcrh. but makes the point that a 6.-day NOED for Salem in this instance would be
consistent with past precedence.

Also, logistically the submission of an emergency amendment in addition to a NOED does not make sense.
With the licensee providing the Emergency Amendment to us on Tuesday, and the NOED approved for only 72
hours past the TS AOT (i e. Wednesday at 1366), we would have less than .24 hours (working around the
clock) to approve the Emergency TS amendment Not a likely success path.

If they give us 3 days (5 days for the NOED total) under the NOED after the Emergency TS is submitted on
Tuesoay, that would take us to Friday - one day before t~he work is compiete. So. the NOED would only be
shortened by one day. Again, doesn't seem logical.

John

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 5:33 PM
To; Khanna, Meena; Hughey, John
Subject: FW: NOED Count

Meena,

Below is what I found from 2003-early 2004 However, the number of NOEDs plummeted by about M after that
time period.

There are a few in the 2008 - 2011 time frame for more than 72 hours, but typically for more minor issues than
replacing a massive outdoor transformer in bad weather.

2



The NOEDs were reviewed were on this webpage

http:lwww. nrc.govtreadin -rmrdoc-col~ections/enforcemenVnoticestnoedreactor. html

The most relevant one in this situation might be the one below, where a NOED was given until an exigent TS
amendment could be processed.

htt0://0baduows.nrc9ov/docsfML09O2/ML0902 91061. pdf

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 4:06 PM
To: Dentel, Glenn
Subject: NOf D Count

I looked at 20 NEODs on the NRC public website from 2003-2004,

7 of the 20 were for more than 72 hours

The longest was 28 days for a broken test switch at Vogtle, but that really didn't affect equipment (only the
ability to test it).

Catawba had 2 related to containment spray - One for 168 hours and one for 336 hours

Ginna had an AFW NOED for 7 days

The most relevant one was a Columbia Station EDG for 1 days due to a bad bearing that required
replacement back in early 2003.

Richard S. Barkley, PE
Nuclear and Environmental Engineer, NRC Region I
I .610) 337-5328(b)(6),



Lew, David

Fromt

Cc
Subject:
Attachments.

Lew, David
Sunday, February 16, 2014 10:07 AM
Hotahan, Gary
Uhle, Jennifer
NOED for Salem Unit 2
NOED for Salem Unit 2

Gary,

I wanted to give you a heads up on a NOED that we granted to PSEG last night for Salem Unit 2. On Friday,
PSEG requested enforcement discretion for an inoperable Station Power Transformer (SPT) 24, which is one
of two offsite power supplies to the safety related buses. Specifically, the licensee requested discretion for six
days after the expiration of the LCO (it expires today at 1356) to replace the transformer with a like-for-like
spare, The licensee provided sUfficient safety and technical bases to support our regulatory decision. That
said, there were substantial internal discussions on our process guidance and i-lerentation If you re
Interested in the details or have any other questions, please call me. My cell iS'(b)(6)

Dave



Draxton. Mark

From: Oentel, Gilenn
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 3:26 PM
To: Ziecionis, Adam; Finney, Patrick
Cc: Barkley, Richard; Draxton, Mark- Reyes, Brandon
Subject Noed

NOED Is still vatid. New conditions-

1) Every 12 hours run remaininglet to equilibrium condition and check support systems.

2) At any point the jet engine is unavailable then NOED is not met then TS shutdown would be required per TS.

Glenn
Sent by Blackberry

From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent, Sunday, February 16, 2014 02:25 PM Eastern Standard Time
TO: Dentel, Glenn
Subject- FYI

I dropped off the bridge to continue inspection per text message with Pat, I have my cellWl(b)(6) if you
want to call or text to request me back on the bridge.



,Bar8 ey, Richard

From: Scott, Michael
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 5:30 PM
To. Lew, David; Lorson, Raymond
Subject Re: Salem NOED

It absolutely was a close calf. My feelings not hurt by your decision.. My own views in part were shaped by what staff were
saying.

Sent from my NRC blackberry

(b)(6)I

From: Lew, David
To: Scott, Michael; Lorson, Raymond
Sent: Sun Feb 16 14:37:22 2014
Subject: Salem NOED

hank aqn. lOutside of Scope
;,, s * One personal philosophical approach that I take but didn't want to share more broadly during the

call is: n there are well based arguments from both perspectives and I personally can see and defend
both sides of the issue (which was the case here), I defer to the technical expert if it is a technical issue or the
process excerpt if it is a process issue (in this case, it was Sheldon), I did not want to appear unsupportive of
your recommendations but believed it to be a close call.

David C. Lew
DepuWy Regionol Administmtor, Region 1
610-337-5340

4 ý-'?I
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Fannon, Matthew

From Dentel, Glenn
Sent Sunday, February 16, 2014 3:26 PM
To: Ziedonis, Adam; Finney, Patrick
Cc: Barkley, Richard; Draxton, Mark; Reyes, Brandon
Subject: Noed

NOED is still valid. New conditions:

1' Every 12 hours run remaining jet to equilibrium condition and check support systems.

2) At any point the jet engine is unavailable then NOED is not met then TS shutdown would be required per TS.

Glenn
Sent by Blackberry

From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 02:25 PM Eastern Standard Time
To: Pentel, Glenn
Subject: FYI

I dropped off the bridge to continue inspection per text message with Pat. I have my cell(b)(6) If you
want to call or text to request me back on the bridge.

qsatf



J

Barkley, Richard

Fromrn Scott, Michael
Sent Sunday, February 16, 2014 5:32 PM
To: Dramton, Mark
Subject! Re: NOED for Salem Unit 2

Thanks for your timely and thoughtful input Mark! Hope you enjoy your holiday.

Sent from my NRC blackberry
Michael Scott

From: Draxton, Mark
To: Scott, Michael
Sent: Sun Feb 16 07:55:48 2014
Subject: Re; NOED for Salem Unit 2

Hi Mike.

Good write-up and nice job facilitating the calls.

Thanks.

Mark

On Saturday, February 1 5, 2014 at 10:23:02 PM, "Scmut, Michael" <Michael.Scott@nrc.gov> wrote:

Yesterday (Friday), PSEG Nuclear (PSEG) requested enforcement discretion from compliance with Salem
Technical Specification (TS) Section 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating." Station Power Transformer (SPT) 24
was declared inoperable at 1356 on February 13, 2014, as a result of transformer combustible gas levels
indicating an active thermal fault. PSEG is replacing the existing 24 SPT with a like-for-like spare.

TS 3.8.1.1 Action a for Salem Unit 2 requires restoration of the 24 SPT to Operable status within 72 hours or
be in at least Hot Standby within the next 6 hours and in Cold Shutdown within the following 30 hours. PSEG
requested enforcement discretion for a period of 6 days, beginning at 1356 on February 16, 2014.

The licensee provided a draft written Notice of Enforcement Discretion (NOED) request Friday evening,
including addressing all the staff evaluation criteria under Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0410 Section
0410-07. The staff held a call with the licensee that evening at the licensee's request, during which the
licensee verbally made its NOED request, Region 1, as well as NRR Tech Spec and Electrical branches, and
the NRR Divisions of Risk Assessment and Policy and Rulemaking, participated in the call. At that time, the
staff raised numerous questions, most of which the licensee addressed at the time but a few of which the
licensee took back to consider and respond in a subsequent call. These questions included some regarding
the reliability of the "jet engines' installed on site as a compensatory measure for the SPT 24 outage, the
interface with Hope Creek (to which the jet engines can also supply power), contingencies for failure of other
equipment during the proposed NOED period. and re-evaluation of the list of protected equipment.

The licensee revised its draft written NOED submittal in response to the Friday call, and resubmitted the draft
request for staff rewew. At 1800 this evening, the staff discussed the results of its technical review with the



'licM:ee. AN staff technical concerns and questions were resolved, in some cases with conditions on a NOED
should it be granted.

Several challenges to approval of the NOED involved the guidance in IMC 0410. Specifically, that guidance
states: "Most NOED requests should be for a CT period of 72 hours or less. "if a licensee is requesting a
NOED for greater than 72 hours, a license amendment request (LAR) is more appropriate and the NOED may
be used to allow time for the LAR to be considered.' Staff raised concerns about various aspects of a
requested NOED duration twice the 72 hours noted in the guidance, including the increased likelihood of the
licensee requesting further time beyond the 6 days proposed for the NOED and the apparent inconsistency of
the duration requested with the guidance quoted. Further, cognizant NRR management had determined that
the nature of this request made submittal of an LAR not necessary, appropriate, or good use of staff
resources. This position could be viewed as inconsistent with the guidance quoted, and was a concern to
some staff members.

You, as Acting Administrator for Region 1, provided an opportunity for staff with views and concerns on this
matter to share them with you. You also heard my recommendation that the NOED be approved, considering
the low risk of the proposed activity, the view of NRR that an LAR would not add significant technical depth to
the review, that there is regulatory precedent for allowing NOEDs greater than 72 hours, and that conditions
would be imposed on the NOED to help address some of the staff concerns raised. Specifically, the licensee
would be expected to notify the staff immediately if protected equipment failed or the schedule margin for the
planned work was used up, such that there would no longer be a reasonable expectation that the work could
be completed within the NOED window. While the staff would of course consider any licensee-proposed path
forward in such a situation, the staff s likely decision in such event would be to terminate the NOED and require
the licensee to comply with its technical specifications.

At approximately 2015 this evening, you authorized me to grant the NOED as requested, subject to the
conditions noted. I provided the verbal authorization, as well as the conditions, to the licensee at
approximately 2110 this evening. There are two action items for the staff emerging from this; both pertain to
NRR.

1. NRR will strongly consider revising 1MC 0410 to more clearly reflect the practice of granting NOEDs for
durations beyond 72 hours based on the merits of each specific case, and the possibility that such
cases would not call for the licensee to submit a LAR,

2. NRR will provide the licensee references to cases in which other licensees have taken action to ensure
loss of similar transformer applications can be addressed within a 72-hour LCO, this avoiding need for
a NOED. The staff would view a repeat NOED request for the same issue as very problematic.

I would like to offer my thanks to the many staff members who devoted extensive time over the weekend to
bring this matter to conclusion, All interactions on this matter were conducted in a manner fully consistent with
open collaborative work environment, and with appropriate first focus on safety. I don't dare attempt to name
all the involved personnel here for fear I leave someone out. But I am sure their managers will recognize them
for a job very well done. The licensee expressed their appreciation for the staff's professionalism on this
matter

Mike Scott
Acting Director
Region I Division of Reactor Projects



rx'eey, Richard

From: Scott, Michael
Sent Sunday, February 16, 2014 1:18 PM
TO: Lew, David
Subject: Fw: SLM - 24 SPT - Request for these conditions to be given to residents

Sent from my NRC blackberry
Michafl ,Sc cd

From: Ziedonis, Adam
To: Scott, Michael; Dentel Glenn; Finney, Patrick
Sent: Sat Feb 15 22:59:41 2014
Subject: RE: SLM - 24 SPT- Request for these conditions to be given to residents

Thanks Mike that's very helpful

From: Scott, Michael
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 10:50 PM
To: Dentel, Glenn; Finney, Patrick; Ziedonis, Adam
Subject: FW: SLM - 24 SPT - Request for these conditions to be given to residents

Conditions communicated to tne licensee tonight:

I Prior to beginning of the NOED period, PSEG shall start and tun Unit 3 to verify it is functioning
correctly, and shall verify the functionality of the recently installed heat tracing for Unit 3.

2, In the event of failure of any equipment on the protected list submitted by the licensee in dts NOED
submittal or within the protected rooms described in that submittal, or of any equipment that would
affect the PRA, or of any equipment that would take the plant outside the normal maintenance
envelope, or of any equipment that would affect defense in depth, the licensee shall notify the NRC
staff immediately

3 If the licensee finds at any time that its schedule contingency has been used up, such that it appears
the corrective maintenance will not be completed within the NOED period, the licensee shall notify the
NRC staff immediately

Please feel free to share these with the licensee to ensure we are on the same page and that their final
submittal wil! be consistent with our understanding of the conditions provided to them.

Thanks!

MiKe

From: Dentel, Glenn
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 7:38 PM
To. Scott, Michael
Subject: Fw: SLM - 24 SPT - Request for these conditions to be gwen to residents



Mike* please provide the wording to Pat.

Glenn
Sent by 8lackberry

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 06:38 PM Eastern Standard Time
To; Dentel, Glenn; Cook, William
Subject: SLM 24 SPT - Request for these conditions to be given to residents

Glenn,
Request that Region provide these conditions that Mike Scott is giving PSEG be provided to us so that we can
hold them to and inspect them.

Pat Finney
Salem SRI

{B56-935-385•'
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From: Ztedonis, Adam
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 02:25 PM Easten Standard Tine
To: Dentel, Glenn
Subject: FYI

J ,,•,rt a• it e bridge to continue inspection per text message with Pat I have my cell:

1(b)(6) •you want to call or text to request me back on the bridge.



Fdnoin, Matthew

From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 8:18 AM
To: Finney, Patrick Dentel, Glenn
Subject: RE: SLM U2 NOED status update

I had the same thought and asked the same question, Pat. The response f got was interesting, and seemed to
make sense. The loss of all vital buses (e.g., loss of 23 SPT) is less straightforward from a procedure and
training aspect than a total LOOP, I did not get the impression PSEG was minimizing a total LOOP scenario,
but the total LOOP scenario is often covered in training, and is more straightforward from a procedure use
standpoint. For a loss of all vital buses (aka, partial LOOP), many of the same conditions for a LOOP would
occur, though the group buses would remain energized, Here are some of the challenges that shift was
briefing on:

- manual trip per ABILOOP-0001 (turbine would not auto trip on loss of 23 SPT)
- total loss of U2 circ water, since CW bus is powered from 23 SPT
- MSIVs would be manually isolated to avoid steaming the hotwell and damaging condensate polisher resin
(lesson learned from Hurricane Sandy)
- MS los control secondary side pressure
- SEC sequences in Mode 2
- letdown isolates, but charging will be in service w/ two pumps (due to SEC)
- restoring letdown is a priority
- removing a charging pump is a priority
- CFCUs trip, and re-starting is a priority (after resetting SEC)
- monitoring EDG response and loading a high priority

The operator response involves a focus on three procedures: EOP-TRIP-2, AB.LOOP-0003 (partial LOOP),
and AB.CW-0001. Several operators told me the response would be similar to the Hurricane Sandy loss of
CW with the grid in-tact and powering the buses (though both vital and non-vital buses were powered for that
transient, so not quite as challenging).

---- Original Message---
From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 9:09 PM
To: Ziedonis, Adam- Dentel, Glenn
Subject: RE: SLM U2 NOED status update

Why do they consider the JITT for a partial LOOP? Wouldn't it be a complete LOOP that they would be face
with and should consider from a transient response perspective?

From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 20:34
To: Finney, Patrick; Dentel, Glenn
Subject: SLM U2 NOED status update

Pat I Glenn,

Summary update:



2A SPT replacement is about 57 hours ahead of the 2/14 Rev 0 schedule. Estimated completion ime Is
Ths Feb 18 at 16:00, but I was told could be completed as early as 05:00 given some of the built-in
contingencies.

I observed the first 12-hr run of 'A' U3 engine at approximately 16:00, which was completed SAT. The
OCC said that future runs will be targeted every 11 hours, which will successively result In the second run at T-
2 with respect to 24 hours, the third run T-3 with respect to 36 hours, and so on. i asked the OCC Night
Manager if the reason was to leave extra time to correct failures and meet the 12-hr requirement. I was
immediately told NO, if the 'A' engines fails then Salem understands the NOED conditions are voided and a
shutdown is required.

I observed electrical testing of the transformer, which went on for alt of day shift and did include
Doble/power factor testing. PSEG determined the results were SAT, Including preliminary review by the
system engineer, but the system engineer will also be performing a detailed review of the data. I will email the
results to Sing Gurcharan and request an independent check,

With respect to verification of compensatory measures (PSEG NOED text in blue):

j) Compensatory measures the plant has both taken and will take to reduce the risk associated with the
specified configuration.

With the 24 SPT removed from service, the following actions have been taken to reduce the risk to the off-site
and on-site safety related power distribution system:

Monitoring of critical parameters (oil levels, temperatures and gas readings) of the 23 and 4 SPTs on a

once per shift basis.
Validation of satisfactory gas sample trends on 23 and 4 SPTs once per shift.

Bullets 1 and 2 are being performed together twice per shift by NEOs. I reviewed the additional log readings
and observed the NEOs in the field.
I provided one NRC OBServation to the OCC: the gassing levels in the additional log sheets are based on the
24 SPT ACM levels, and are quite a bit higher than the alarm response procedure values for 23 SPT. The
OCC was going to discuss with shift and consider revising, I have no concerns with respect to either path that
PSEG takes, since the ACM levels are also below the catastrophic failure levels. However, I would think that
the purpose of increased rounds Is to catch a problem before the alarm (especially if the alarm setpoint fail
without PSEG realizing it)

Elevated the PRA risk level to Yellow for Salem Unit 2 and protection of the redundant off-site power
pathway, all three emergency diesel generators and their fuel oil transfer pumps, the station blackout air
compressor, switchyard recovery diesel generator, the battery charger Baldor diesel generator, the gas turbine
generator, the turbine driven auxiliary feed pump, the relay rooms, the 84 and 64 foot elevation switchgear
rooms and steam generator atmospheric reief valves. Protected equipment areas are validated and toured by
duty operators once per shift.
I walked down and verified all the protected equipment. Additionally., the field support SRO Is verifying the
protected equipment twice per shift,

Completed a review of the On-line Work Management schedule for the period of 2114114 through
2/21/2014 was completed. Work activities associated with equipment protected as identified in the NOED for
24 SPT replacement were rescheduled to a date beyond 2(21/2014. The rescheduling of these activities did
not require the deferral of any surveillance beyond the over-due dates.

2



W , have'been sent a schedule and I have reviewed it. I did not foresee any work on protected equipment that
w~tild b6 of concern. Note - there was a weekly 125VDC safety-related battery inspection scheduled on Unit
2 which is required by Tech Specs. Second note - late in the week (Thurs nightlFri morn) there is quarterly
AFW valve strokes (including the protected TDAFW) that would warrant a challenge to PSEG should the SPT
replacement window go that long.

During the replacement of the 24 SPT, the following additional actions will be taken to reduce the risk to the
off-site and on-site safety related power distilbution system:

Simulator runs will be performed assuming a loss of 23 SPT, lessons learned will be captured and
communicated to the operating crews via the just in time training process.

All operating crews will be briefed on the current plant conditions and the provisions of this proposed
enforcement discretion.

All operating crews wilt perform table-top reviews of normal, abnormal and emergency operating
procedures applicable to the response to a further loss of off-site and on-site electrical distribution and
generating equipment.
For 3 bullets above - shiftly required reading (referred to by PSEG as the JIT package) was put together to
refresh the crews on key actions in EOPs and ABs for loss of 23 SPT (aka, partial LOOP w/ non-vital group
buses available). An Ops Trainer working out of the OCC developed the JIT package (focused on ABs),
Dayshift did their own independent review of procedures and noted some action in EOP-TRIP-2 that would be
good to highlight as well, NRC OBServation - I asked dayshift and the OCC if they should combine the two
documents for the best product for shift. PSEG agreed that was best and incorporated both products into the
JIT package. Note - although the HIT package was not issued until after 13:56 today, I verified through
discussion with the ROs and SROs that the briefings and table top reviews (discussion of key ABs/EOPs) were
performed at dayshift turnover this morning, Finally, I verfied that Ops night shifi discussed this in their
turnover meeting.

Scheduled station work and testing activities will be evaluated, and curtailed if necessary, to minimize
the effects on the station electrical power system and the possibirlty of a plant transient.
See bullet 4 above where I discuss the schedule review.

Activities in the Salem switchyard, not directly related to the replacement of 24 SPT, will be prohibited to
minimize the possibility of an induced loss of off-site power capability.

See bullet 4 above where I discuss the schedule review.
On a once per shift basis, the Salem Shift Manager will receive an update from the Electric System

Operator on system status, emergent issues and weather forecasts that could impact off-site power availability
or grid stability.
I asked the with the night Shift Manager what he does with this information. He responded that he would
review ABs and PRA as appropriate, and determine any necessary contingencies (severe weather, mac gen
emergency action, etc.). Note - I asked what ECOS risk would look like for current situation (no 24 SPT, no B
jet engine) with a max emergency gen action. Risk remained yellow, though did increase from 2E-5 to 7E-5,
but this is all based on the HRE model for a LOOP with max emergency gen action. The SM offered that there
are none currently projected with a holiday tomorrow and warmer weather at the end of the week. But
definitely something for us to keep an eye out for.

Salem plans to change the 23 SPT Serveron TM3 Combustible Gas Monitor sampling frequency to
sample every 4 hours for the duration of the request. The gas monitor measures three fault gases: Methane,
Ethylene, and Acetylene during each sample. The Serveron Gas Monitor off normal conditions provide an
alarm in the Salem Main Control Room.
I verified the change to 4-hr sampling was completed at -7:30 am this morning.

Feel free to call with any questions,
Adam

3



Draxton, Mark

From: Dentel, Glenn
Sentt Monday, February 17, 2014 10:29 PM
T40 Barkdey, Richard; Draxton, Mark
Cc: Law, David; Benner, Eric Scott, Michael
Subject Fw'. OCC update 2045

Fyi (I receive these throughout the day)

Glenn
Sent by Blackberry

-- Original Message-
From: Finney, Patrick 4(b)(6)
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 09:40 PM Eastern Standard Time
To: Dentel, Glenn
Subject: FW: OCC update 2045

FFro ".PýIe, Mark..

Sent., oMTary 17, 2014 8:39 PM

To: Garecht, John F.; LISTC.NBU.SLM END of DAY
Cc: Ziedonis, Adam; Finney, Patrick. W; Canziani, Richard M.
Subject: OCC update 2045

Nightshift 2/18/14 priorities:

Remove scaffold: complete
Release tag on ground: 1900- 2100- complete Remove ground: 2100- 2300 - complete Release
tags 24 SPT: 2300 - 0700 (Maintenance signed off tags. Expect full release to complete by 0100
hrs) Energize 24 SPT: 0700 - 0900 (expect to energize 24 SPT by 0200 hrs) Retests, survs, PMT -
declare operability: 0900 - 1600 ( expect to complete by 0400 hrs) Exit Tech SpecJNOED: 1600
(2/18/14) (expect operability by 0400 hrs)

At 2115 on 2/15f14, the NRC verbally granted Salem Unit 2's request for Enforcement Discretion for
Technical Specification Section 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating". Beginning of authorization period i,
1356 2/16/14 for an extension of 6 days to repface the 24 SPT.

The NRC has revised the condition of the NOED to require that we demonstrate availability of the 'A'
engine by performing a loaded run every 12 hrs. If at any-time it is determined that the gas generator
is not available the NOED no longer applies and Salem is to apply the requirements of the associated
LCO for single source of off-site power. Last loaded run of A engine completed at 1555 2117/14. 4

Next loaded run scheduled for approximately 0330 2/18/14.

There will be no 2100 conference call tonight. Call SOM with any questions at ext. 5100.

Mark Pyle



Fannon, Matthew

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Monday, february 17, 2014 t2:31 PM
To: Cachaza, Thomas J.; Hughey, John; Finney, Patrick; Scott, Michael; Dentel, Glenn
Cc: Chambliss, Kevin
Subject: RE: LR-N14-O048 Salem Unit 2 NOED for Single Source of Offsite Power

Thanks Tom - I have it and am working on the NRC response letter.

t~et:Cactiaza, Thomas 3. raNftq:Thomas.Qachaza~oseocomT]
Sent: "v-onday, February 17, 2014 10;22 AM- --- -

To: Hughey, John; Finney, Patrick; Scott, Michael; Dentel, Glenn; Barkley, Richard
Cc: Chambliss, Kevin .
Subject: RE: LR-N1-004S Salem Unit 2 NOED for Single Source of Offsite Power
Importance: High

The NRC electronic submissions page ts currently not responding. We have ieft a message with the help desk but have not received a
response. We will continue to try to make the submission. Kevin Chambliss the Salem Regulatory Assurance Monager spoke with
Glenn Dentel regarding this issue and Glenn has indicated that the letter via this email Is acceptable until the electronic submission
*stem is available. Please find our letter, LR-N14-0049 Salem Unit 2 NOED for Single Source of Offslte Power attached to this email.

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me

Thomas Cachaza
Salem Senior Regulatory Compliance Engineer
Phone (work),, 2 .l_3.1n0 .
Phone oý l/tJý.b)(6)
Page*4(b)(6)i I
EMaih lh: s.Cechaza@iPSEG.com

The information contained in this e-mail, including any attachment(s), Is intended solely for use by the
named addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient, or a person designated as responsible for
delivering such messages to the intended recipient, you are not authorized to disclose, copy, distribute or
retain this message, in whole or in part, without written authorization from PSEG. This e-mail may
contain proprietary, confidential or privileged Information. If you have received this message in error,

please notify the sender immediately. This notice is included in all e-mail messages leaving PSEG. Thank
you for your coopera tion.



Hiflaxy-Sush, Nina

Front Matharu. Gurcharan
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 1125 AM
To: Hillary-Bush, Nina
Subject: FW: Technical Support request for Salem 24 SPT electrical testing
Attachments P891549-YOFX2,yrnm; 5424429._PT.xml; M162150C_X2.xml; M162150EX2.xml, P891549-

YOF X2.xml; TMP l162150EX2(1) xml; TMPM162150EX2.xml; P891549-YOFX2(1).yml;

TTP_24-SPTpdbxml; TTR_24-SPT.pdf, 2014 02 16 24 SPT..doc

FYI

From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 10:59 AM
To: Matharu, Gurcharan
Cc: Finney, Patrick; Dentel, Glenn
Subject: Technical Support request for Salem 24 SPT electrical testing

Sing.,

First of all, than you for alt of your support through this NOED process.

PSEG completed electrical testing of the 24 SPT yesterday. 2116, on daysnift. PSEG determined that the
testing was completed satisfactorily. The Resident Inspectors are requesting your technical support in
completing an independent review of the data, as soon as possible. Please let us know if you are able to
support, and if you have any questions or concerns. Feel free to call me at the numbers below I am in the
Resident Office today until about 2pm. Otherwise available by cell number below. Also, Pat Finney (SRI) and
I will both be in the Resident Office tomorrow.

The raw data from the test is attached. See the pdf and MS Word files. With respect to the yml and .xml files,
the instructions I was initially given (save to desktop and open with internet explorer) did not work. I will ask
PSEG for additional information on how to open these files, or simply request the data in another format, But it
seems to me that a majority of the data is in the pl:f and MS Word files.

Below is the acceptance criteria from PSEG engineering;

Insulation resistance test (MA-AA-724-113)
Expected Accepwance Criteria (MO)) Z050012:600 (at 5000WV at 2500V)
Minimum Acceptance Critena (MO) >-281 ?-8.32 (at 5000V I at 2500V)

Bushings without test taps (all bushings on 24SPT)
Hot collar iess than 1 mA leakage current

Exciting current test
Consistent pattern on alternating taps across phases

Overall power factor test (for new transformers from Doble Test Reference Data Book)
<0.5%PF

Tums ratio (IEEE C57.12.00)
+1- 0.5% of nameplate ratio



FYI -- the SPT replacement is well ahead of schedule, and currently due to complete at 16:00 tomorrow (but
maý move, up even sooner).

Thanks again for all of your support,
Adam

Adam Ziedonis, PE
Salem Resident Inspector
Region 1 / Division of Reactor Projects / Projects Branch 3
Office Phon"e: 856-935-5151/5373/3850; 856-339-1041
Cell Phone:(b) (6) -
Facsimile: 8'56-935-3741J
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fromn: KS>••fh-r9.

Subjec.t; FW; LR-N14-Ue4 $01011 Unr, 2 NOUI for Sqkle Siair'e el Offitre Powaf

Datel Mo'iday, heLbutry 17. 21114 4MAA'J 9 PM
Att.,.l~h~eneI .i. NIA 10w'1 I !ý; ';t.. ~ ~

Just an fyi..thanks!

From. Barkley, Richard
Sent; Monday, February 17, 2014 1:00 PM
To: Khanna, Meena
Subject: FW: LR-N14-0048 Salem Unit 2 NOED for Single Source of Offs te Power
Importance1 High

1am working on the NOE" reply letter on this end, Thanks so much for your staffs heip!
I1 was a tough on.

Hope you got'to go out for Valentine's Day - Mrs. e.arkley and I went tnoe day after. and
tte place :/as not crowded. A great French restaurant in Phoenixville - And I had a
Groupon to boct!

Should 1 note to Gene the laWest ad in the •41wapper's Corner? Bet he can get this one at a
great price!

Diamond Ring. Yellow gold, princess-cu! diamond encgagemeni ring, 2 CT T.W., VS2-tl in
clarity. Best offer. Cal1(b)(6) Posted 2)1312014

From, Cachaza, Thomas J. {.,ailtoIT 1s.Cachaz•• oJ
Sent; Monday, February 17, 2014 10:22 AM
To: Hughey, 3ohn- Finney, Patrick; Scott, Michael; Dentel, Glenn; Barkley, Richard
Cc: Chambliss, Kevin
Subject: RE: Lk-N140O04 Salem Unit 2 NOED for Single Soure of Off5ite Power
Importance: High

The NRC el•ctronic submissions page is currently rot re5pxinding. We have left a message wiih the help desk but

have not recewied a response, We will continue to try to make the submission. Kevin Chamblis!, 1he Salem

Regulatory A:&srance ManaSer spoke with Glenn Dentel regarding this issue and Glenn has indicated that the
leter via this email is acceptable tintil the electronic submission systern is available. Please find out letter, L.R.-N14-

0048 SaIem Unit 2 NOED for Single Source of Offs~te Power altacheld te this email,

If y.u have any questions please do no! hesitate to czniact me

Thomas Cacha.7a
Salem Senior Regularory Comphiance Engineer
Phone iwork): 856-339.5038
PthroneHome)agehr(sPager 1(b)(6) -



(b) (6)

EM

The information contained in this e-mail, including any attachment(s), is intended solely
for use by the named addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient, or a person
designated as responsible for delivering such messages to the intended recipient, you are
not authorized to disclose, copy, distribute or retain this message, in whole or in part,
without written authorization from PSEG. This e-mail may contain proprietary,
confidential or privileged information. If you have received this message in error, please
notify the sender immediately. This notice is included in all e-mail messages leaving
PSEG. Thank you for your cooperation.



Fannoft, Matthew

From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent: Tuesday. February 18, 2014 10:17 AM
lrwý Hughey, John
Cc: Finney, Patrick; Dentel, Glenn
Subject: SLM U2 NOED updates

John - my apologies for not keeping you informed in my Sunday and Monday updates. I am sending them
below as info only at this point,

-Adam

-- Original Message----
From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent: Monday, Febuary. 171 2014 4:52 PM
To: Finney, Patrick, Dentel, Glenn
Subject- NOED status update

Day shift U3 run complete SAT. NRC ID'd issue with air start compressor cycling and relief valve liffing during
the run, Issue did not impact ability of U3 to start. I actually ID'd this yesterday (U3 successfully started twice
since then, and compressor was not cycling just prior to today's run), and it was not put in CAP, I have
confidence it will be entered today based on my discussions with Ops. Additional Info - there is a local N2
bottle locally valved in and pressurized Jand contained in procedure) as a back-up,

This could be the final U3 NOED run. Dayshift activity went well on 24 SPT - relay testing was completed SAT,
and the scaffolding was to be removed next. Tag release was scheduled for early in night shift. PSEG
anticipates energizing and loading, while monitoring conditions and indications, between midnight and 0300.

From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent Sunday,_ Februryl 16, 20.14.8:34 PM
To: Finney, Patrick; Dental, Glenn
Subject: SLM U2 NOED status update

Pat / Glenn,

Summary update:

* 24 SPT replacement is about 57 hours ahead of the 2/14 Rev 0 schedule, Estimated completion time
is Tues Feb 18 at 16:00, but I was told could be completed as early as 05:00 given some of the built-in
contingencies.

* I observed the first 12-hr run of 'A' U3 engine at approximately 16:00, which was completed SAT. The
OCC said that future runs will be targeted every 11 hours, which will successively result in the second
run at T-2 with respect to 24 hours, the third run T-3 with respect to 36 hours, and so on. I asked the
OCC Night Manager if the reason was to leave exira time to correct failures and meet the 12-hr

I-



requirement. I was immediately told NO, if the 'A' engines fails then Salem understands the NOED
conditions are voided and a shutdown is required.

1 I observed electrical testing of the transformer, which went on for all of day shift and did include
Doble/power factor testing. PSEG determined the results were SAT, Including preliminary review by
the system engineer, but the system engineer will also be performing a detailed review of the data. I
will email the results to Sing Gurcharan and request an independent check.

9 With respect to verification of compensatory measures (PSEG NOED text in blue):
(this red text is being added on 2118 - my intent here was to convey I verified the comp measures were
implemented)

J) Compensatory measures the plant has both taken and will take to reduce the risk associated
with the specified configuration.

With the 24 SPT removed from service, the following actions have been taken to reduce the risk to the off-
site and on-site safety related power distribution system:

• Monitoring of critical parameters (oil levels, temperatures and gas readings) of the 23 and 4 SPTs
on a once per shift basis.

" Validation of satisfactory gas sample trends on 23 and 4 SPTs once per shift.
Bullets I and 2 are being performed together twice per shift by NEOs. I reviewed the additional log
readings and observed the NEOs in the field.
I provided one NRC OBServation to the OCC: the gassing levels in the additional log sheets are based
on the 24 SPT ACM levels, and are quite a bit higher than the alarm response procedure values for 23
SPT. The OCC was going to discuss with shift and consider revising. I have no concerns with respect
to either path that PSEG takes, since the ACM levels are also below the catastrophic failure
levels. However, I would think that the purpose of increased rounds is to catch a problem before the
alarm (especially if the alarm selpoint fail without PSEG realizing it.)
* Elevated the PRA risk level to Yellow for Salem Unit 2 and protection of the redundant off-site

power pathway, all three emergency diesel generators and their fuel oil transfer pumps, the station
blackout air compressor, switchyard recovery diesel generator, the battery charger Baldor diesel
generator, the gas turbine generator, the turbine driven auxiliary feed pump, the relay rooms, the 84
and 64 foot elevation switchgear rooms and steam generator atmospheric relief valves. Protected
equipment areas are validated and toured by duty operators once per shift.

I walked down and verified all the protected equipment. Additionally, the field support SRO is verifying
the protected equipment twice per shift.
• Completed a review of the On-line Work Management schedule for the period of 2(14/14 through

2/21/2014 was completed. Work activities associated with equipment protected as identified in the
NOED for 24 SPT replacement were rescheduled to a date beyond 2J21/2014. The rescheduling of
these activities did not require the deferral of any surveillance beyond the over-due dates.

We have been sent a schedule and I have reviewed it. I did not foresee any work on protected
equipment that would be of concern. Note - there was a weekly 125VDC safety-related battery
inspection scheduled on Unit 2 which is required by Tech Specs. Second note -- late in the week
(Thurs night/Fri morn) there is quarterly AFW valve strokes (including the protected TDAFW) that would
warrant a challenge to PSEG should the SPT replacement window go that long.

During the replacement of the 24 SPT, the following additional actions will be taken to reduce the risk to the
off-site and on-site safety related power distribution system:

* Simulator runs wil be performed assuming a loss of 23 SPT, lessons !earned will be captured and
communicated to the operating crews via the just in time training process.

" All operating crews witl be briefed on the current plant conditions and the provisions of this
proposed enforcement discretion,

2



o All operating crews will perform table-top reviews of normal, abnormal and emergency operating
procedures applicable to the response to a further loss of off-site and on-site electrical distribution
and generating equipment,

For 3 bullets above -- shiftly required reading (referred to by PSEG as the JITT package) was put
together to refresh the crews on key actions in EOPs and ABs for loss of 23 SPT (aka, partial LOOP w/
non-vital group buses available). An Ops Trainer working out of the OCC developed the JITT package
(focused on ABs). Dayshift did their own independent review of procedures and noted some action in
EOP-TRIP-2 that would be good to highlight as well, NRC OBServation - I asked dayshift and the
OCC if they should combine the two documents for the best product for shift. PSEG agreed that was
best and incorporated both products into the JITT package. Note - although the HIT package was not
issued until after 13:56 today, I verified through discussion with the ROs and SROs that the briefings
and table top reviews (discussion of key ABs/EOPs) were performed at dayshift turnover this
morning. Finally, I verified that Ops night shift discussed this in their turnover meeting.
, Scheduled station work and testing activities will be evaluated, and curtailed if necessary, to

minimize the effects on the station electrical power system and the possibility of a plant transient.
See bullet 4 above where I discuss the schedule review.
, Activities in the Salem switchyard, not directly related to the replacement of 24 SPT, witl be

prohibited to minimize the possibility of an induced loss of off-site power capability.
See bullet 4 above where I discuss the schedule review.
* On a once per shift basis, the Salem Shift Manager will receive an update from the Electric System

Operator on system status, emergent Issues and weather forecasts that could Impact off-site power
availability or grid stability.

I asked the with the night Shift Manager what he does with this information. He responded that he
would review ABs and PRA as appropriate, and determine any necessary contingencies (severe
weather, mac gen emergency action, etc.). Note - I asked what EOOS risk would took like for current
situation (no 24 SPT, no B jet engine) with a max emergency gen action. Risk remained yellow, though
did increase from 2E-5 to 7E-5, but this is all based on the HRE model for a LOOP with max
emergency gen action. The SM offered that there are none currently projected with a holiday tomorrow
and warmer weather at the end of the week. But definitely something for us to keep an eye out for.
* Salem plans to change the 23 SPT Serveron TM3 Combustible Gas Monitor sampling frequency to

sample every 4 hours for the duration of the request, The gas monitor measures three fault gases:
Methane, Ethylene, and Acetylene during each sample. The Serveron Gas Monitor off normal
conditions provide an alarm in the Saiem Main Control Room.

I verified the change to 4-hr sampling was completed at -7:30 am this morning.

Feel free to call with any questions,

From: Dentel, Glenn
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 3:26 PM
To: Zledonis, Adam; Finney, Patrick
Cc Barkley, Richard; Oraxton, Mark; Reyes, Brandon
Subject: Noed

NOED is still valid. New conditions:

1) Every 12 hours run remaining jet to equilibrium condition and check support systems.

2) At any point the jet engine is unavailable then NOED is not met then TS shutdown would be required per TS.

3



Glenn
Sdnt by Blackberry
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Fronnfn-ýLI

Subject; RE: JteiM of Interest - LPLI-2
Date: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:08:48 AM

Attadcments: m 1.1106100r, ,lt

John,

Just to make sure you were aware of this - I issued an amendment for Hope Creek a few
years ago that allowed them to extend the AOT for 2 of the EDGs from 72 hours to 14
days (copy attached). Part of the basis was crediting the Salem gas turbine as an
alternate AC source.

Call me when you get a chance and I can tell you some details of a site visit Harold and I
did that included a tour of the gas turbine.

Thanks,

Rick

From: Hughey, John
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 8:00 AM
To: Khanna, Meena; Lamb, John; Ennis, Rick; Whited, Jeffrey
Subject:- RE: Items of Interest - LPL1-2
Importance: High

John Lamb and Meena - Heads up.

Salem U2 24 station power transformer install completed and returned to operable
at 0315 this morning (way ahead of schedule - disturbingly so. They asked for 6
days and only took about 37 hours. Good that it went ahead of schedule, but
doesn't give a lot of comfort with the accuracy of their scheduling Makes you
wonder if we could have been spared all the consternation this weekend over
NOED duration past 72 hours.)

C

Outside of Scope

From: Knanna, Reena
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 10:19 PM
To: Hughey, John; Lamb, John; Ennis, Rick; Whited, Jeffrey
Subject: Items of Interest - LPL1-2

Pls let me know if you have anything tbr mc to add prior to the BC meeting with Louise at 8:30 am on

Tuesday.. thanks a bunch!

Salem Unit 2 - NOED Due to Inoperable Station Power Transf 7 r

On Friday, February 14, PSEG requested en ment discretion from compliance



with Salem Technical Specification (TS) Section 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating."
Station Power Transformer (SPT) 24 was declared inoperable on February 13, as a
result of transformer combustible gas levels indicating an active thermal fault.
PSEG is replacing the existing 24 SPT with a like-for-like spare. TS 3.8.1.1 Action
a for Salem Unit 2 requires restoration of the 24 SPT to Operable status within 72
hours or be in at least Hot Standby within the next 6 hours and in Cold Shutdown
within the following 30 hours. PSEG requested enforcement discretion for a period
of 6 days, beginning at 1356 on February 16, 2014 .

* The staff approved the licensee's NOED on Saturday, FebruWY 1 51h, with the
condition that the licensee would be expected to notify the staff immediately if
protected equipment failed or the schedule margin for the !lanned work was used
up, such that there would no longer be a reasonable exp;ctation that the work
could be completed within the NOED window, as well compensatory measures,
including an alternate/supplemental source of offsite power.

* On Sunday, the licensee notified the Region that qalem Unit 3 Gas Turbin
Generator engine B was inoperable. it was noteAl that the licensee wa. nable to
fix the B gas engine without taking A gas engirk out of service for ours, so the
licensee determined to not repair the B engin@1 After further dis sions, the staff
determined that the NOED stayed in effect with additional co ,tions, including: the
licensee has to test the remaining gas engine (A) every 12 ours to prove reliability,
because with one engine operable, that provided the ca city needed to shut the
plant down and if at any time during the •nforcement cretion period, if gas
engine A fails to start and is shown unreliable, then e NOED no longer applies
and the licensee would then need to fbliow their and shut down.

" The licensee provided a final written Notice o nforcement Discretion (NOED)

request on Monday, February 17th and ind' ated that they expect to have the 24
SPT fully operable by February 2 2 nd,

" NRR staff and management spent e nsive hours over the entire weekend
supporting RI with this effort,

" NRR intends to perform a lesso learned and revise the NOED Guidance to
provide clarifications on roles d responsibilities, when an emergency amendment
is needed with a NOED, etc..



Hillas-,ush, Nina

From, Matharu, Gurcharan
Sent; Thursday, April 17, 2014 11:24 AM
To: Hillary-Bush, Nina
Subject: FW, Technical Support request for Salem 24 SPT electrical testing

FYI

From: Ziedonis, Adam
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 10:41 AM
To: Matharu, Gurcharan
Cc: Finney, Patrick; Dentel, Glenn; Hughey, John; .Zmmerman, Jacob; Mathew, Roy; Martnez-Navedo, Tanta
Subject: RE- Technical Support request for Salem 24 SPT electrical testing

Singh,

Thanks for the prompt review, continuous technical support through this NOED period, and technical
references you have provided. Much appreciated.

-Adam

Adam Ziedonis, PE
Salem Resident Inspector
Region 1 / Division of Reactor Projects / Projects Branch 3
Office Phones. 856-935-515115373/3850; 856-339-1041
Cell Phonl(b)(6)
Facsimile: _3-74W

From: Matharu, Gurcharan
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 10:37 AM
To: Ziedonls, Adam
Cc: Finney, Patrick; Dentel, Glenn; Hughey, John; Zimmerman, Jacob; Mathew, Roy; Martinez-Navedo, Tania
Subject; RE: Technical Support request for Salem Z.4 5vr electrical testing

Adam,
The acceptance criteria that you provided telow is well within industry standards and the replacement SPT24
looks to have tested within the requirements. I am OK with the results, I understand that the transformer has
been energized and functioning satisfactorily.

Here is some background information FYI.

INSULATION PIOWER FACTOR

The insuiation rvower factor tost is test ."nat can be performed to cetermine the condtion of the transformer
itqi,-a 0oT. The nueasurement is made with a capcitance bridge, mea-suring Ith capacitance between windmros
and between windings and ground, together with the power factor or loss angle of this capacitance. The
dissipation factor is a sinilar test flat proviiss .ýsef111 information as to the dryness and condition of theinsulation. Typically, at. 20 degrees C. the power factor of a new transformer shc-,uld be epiow 0,5% and values
of half lhKS v~ilue can be ichievet niri a new transformer.



The vajues obtained during the factory tests on a new iransfkrmer can be compared to tnose taken doring
mt.tne mainlenance tests and some indication of the deterioration of the (nsuiation strucwure canr be
d eltraIined..

The Ooble slides in the foliowing hnrk are pretty good for explaining Irmnsformner testing.

ht•/w~.•.b!e,•m/ars~fe•e/2•8%•pR..•#~na%2emiar220at%20SMU-%20pr~ts/ection4&5•httg-fAoww.d bI .orn/pa s/fileslfiI-/QpO9%?0 ~i nW -/20ei .r0  9 0 0 /ct
Doble Testing Basjc. Theoray .part.&2.odf

Singh

From: Ziedoris, Adam
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 10:59 AM
To: Matharu, Gurcharan
Cc: Finney, Patrick; Dentel, Glenn
Subject: Technical Support request for Salem 24 SPT electrical testing

Sng,

First of all, than you for all of your support through this NOED process,

PSEG compleled electrical testing of the 24 SPT yesterday, 2116, on dayshift. PSEG determined that the
testing was completed satisfactorily. The Resident Inspectors are requesting your technical support in
completing an independent review of the data, as soon as possible Please let us know if you are able to
support, and if you have any questions or concerns. Feet free to call me at the numbers below. I am in the
Resident Office today until about 2pm. Otherwise available by cell number below. Also, Pal Finney (SRI) and
I will both be in the Resident Office tomorrow.

The raw data from the test is attached. See the pdf and MS Word files. With respect to the .yml and .xmi files,
the instructions I was initially given (save to desktop and open with internet explorer) did not work. I will ask
PSEG for additional information on how to open these files, or simply request the data in another format. But it
seems to me that a majority of the data is in the pdf and MS Word files.

Below is the acceptance criteda from PSEG engineering-

nsulation resistance test (MA-AA-724-1 13)
"xpected Acceptance Criteria (Mi) a1500 / -00 (at S000V / at 2500V)
A4inlrrun' Acceptance Criteria (MW) ?28 / 6.32 (at 5000V f at 2500V)

3ushings without test taps (all bushings on 248PT)
lot collar less than I mA leakage current

:xciting current test
'.onsistent pattern on alternating taps across phases

)verall power factor test (for new transformers from Dobie Test Reference Data Book)
0.5%PF

urns ratio (IEEE C57,-12.00)
- 0.5% of nameplate ratio
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FYI -- the SPT replacement is well ahead of schedule, and currently due to complete at 16:00 tomorrow (but
may move up even sooner).

Thanks again for all of your support,
Adam

Adam Ziedonis, PE
Salem Resident Inspector
Region 1 / Division of Reactor Projects / Projects Branch 3
Office Phongs: 856-935-5151/5373/3850; 856-339-1041
Cell Phone.(b) (6)
Facsimile: 856-935-3741
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Zoulis, Antonios

From: Chung, Donald
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 8:16 AM
To; Circle, Jeff; Zoulis, Antonios
Cc: Weerakkody, Sunil
Subject: FW: PSEG Folks on Salemn NOED Call

These are some of the folks on this weekend's NOED call.

Donald

From., Harry Balian ib)(6i
Sent: Friday, FebrA&. 1.4, 2014 12:13 PM /v
To: Cook, William
Subject- PSEG Folks

Harry 8alian, ERIN Engineering - Salem SRME

Gary DeMoss, PSEG Nuclear, Corporate Program Engineer

Denis Shumaker, PSEG Nuclear, Corporate Program Engineer

Michael Ambrosino, Salem Engineering Programs Manager

Saeed Savar, UTR - safe shutdown engineer



A., ary-'Bush, Nina

From: Circle, Jeff
Sent Friday, February 21, 2014 12:31 PM
To: Mitman, Jeffrey; Lee. Samson
Cc: Chung, Donald; Weerakkody, Sunil
Subject: RE: DRAFT Seabrook NOED Request - Please Delete from Your Files

Categories: Orange Category

Jeff,

This is the first time that someone has made such an email request. What if the licensee sent in a formal
request? Then, it would be on the public record. This was all pre-decisional. So, I don't think that this type of
information is reportable via a FOIA request. Even if its reportable, I don't feel that we need to discard it.
Incidentally, much of this information makes it to our public domain Daily Reports. I think that someone with
little experience is over reacting

Jeff.

From, Mitman, Jeffrey
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 1 !59 AM /
To: Lee, Samson /
Cc: Chung, Donald; Circle, Jeff; Weerakkody, nil
Subject: RE: DRAFT Seabrook NOED Requt Please Delete from Your Files

Sam.

Quote from email below: "As a reminder, ease purge the draft NOED request provided by NextEra from your
email records. If you forwarded it to any e else, please areind them as well. Seabrook is under considerable
scrutiny from the public and receives foc sed as well as broad- scoped FOIAs on a regular basis,"

Awise man once told me never to corn isomething to writing that I woud find difficult to explain to a judge.
In this case, I think of the Washington Pt ost as the judge, as a surrogate for the public that we serve.

I have not read the' documents that wpire forwarded on this topic. However, a cursory review indicates that
none of them are labeled SUNSI, OIJo, Sensitive, Proprietary, Secunty Related, or even Pre-Decisional

If the Washington Post were to eveý read this email thread, they could read this direction as indication that we
are more interested in protecting lip ;ensees then protecting people and the environment.

Is it the policy of the US Nuclear ,,egulatory Commission to suggest that we "purge' our files to prevent
"scrutiny from the .public?

Jeff Mitman

From: Chung, Donald
Sent Thursday, February 20, 2014 11:12 AM
To: Circle, Jeff; Kichline, Michelle; Montecalvo, Michael: Ng, Ching; Weerakkody, Sunil
Cc: Zoulis, Antonios; Ferrante, Fernando; Mitman, Jeffrey
Sublect: FW DRAFT Seabrook NOED Request - Please Delete from Your Files
importance: High



We are asked to delete the draft NOED request from Seabrook. Please see email below from Richard.

Donald Chung

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 10:07 AM
To: Lamb, John; Stuchell Sheldon; Chung. Donald: Weerakkody, Sunil, Zimmerman, Jacob; Mathew, Roy;
Cataldo, Paul; Newport, Christopher; Dentel, Glenn; Cook, William; Schmidt, Wayne, Trapp, James; Cahill,
Christopher
Cc: Khanna, Meena; Scott, Michael; Benner, Eric; Draxton, Mark; Reyes, Brandon; Lorson, Raymond; Finney,
Patrick; Ziedonis, Adam
Subject: RE: DRAFT Seabrook NOED Request - Please Delete from Your Files
Importance: High

A NOED request was not made by Seabrook Station - The work evolution was completed in about 1/z the LCO
time:

As a reminder, please purge the draft NOED request provided by NextEra from your email records. If you
forwarded it to anyone else, please remind them as well.

Seabrook is under considerable scrutiny from the public and receives focused as well as broad- scoped FOIAs
on a regular basis. Thank you!!

As the Salem NOED has been received and entered into ADAMS, and the NRC acceptance letter published
today, please do the same with any draft NOED-related documents from PSEG.

From: Lamb, John
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 7:36 AM
To. Stuchell, Sheldon; Chung, Donald, Wearakkody, Sunil; Zimmerman, Jacob; Mathew, Roy; Cataldo, Paul;
Newport, Christopher; Dentel, Glenn; Barkley, Richard; Cook, William: Schmidt, Wayne; Trapp, James; Cahill,
Christopher
Cc: Khanna, Meena
Subject: FYI: DRAFT Seabrook NOED Request
Importance: High

Gentlemen,

Seabrook MAY request a NOED for its Vital Inverter. Seabrook may enter the 24-hour action statement
tonight or tomorrow. Attached is a DRAFT NOED request that Seabrook may request. I want to give you a
heads up so you can get people assigned and ready to roll, if necessary.

Thanks.
John

From: Willoughby, Paul [mailto:Paul.Willouahby~nexteraeneray. cGom]
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 6:39AM
To: Lamb, John
Cc: Ossing, Michael; Kilby, Gary
Subject: Draft NOED Request

John
2



-Per yoUr request, attached is the draft NOED request for your review. As we discussed, certain sections are not
complete as the nature and duration of the work due to emergent issues are not known.

Paul

Paul Willoughby
Principal Nuclear Engineer
Licensing Department
NextEra Energy Seabrook
paul.willoughbv@ nexteraenergv.com
(603) 773-7350 Office
,b) (6)

Pager
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HillarymBush, Nina

From: Weerakkody, Sunii
Seni: Friday, february 21, 2014 .12-51 PM
To: Mitman, Jeffrey- Lee, Samson
Cc: Chung, Donald; Cirde, Jeff
Subject: RE- DRAFT Seabrook NOED Request - Please Delete from Your Files

Categories: Orange Category

Jeff,

Your sensitMvy resonates with me, Unless someone tells me otherwise, whether or not to purge these emails
should be left to each individual.

Suni

From: Mitman, Jeffrey
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 12:00 PM
To: Lee, Samson
Cc: (Chung, Donald; Circle, Jeff; Weerakkody, Sunil
Subject. RE: DRAFT Seabrook NOED Request - Please Delete from Your Files
Importance: High

Sam,

Quote from email below: "As a reminder, please purge the draft NOED request provided by
NextEra from your email records, If you forwarded it to anyone else, please remind them as
well. Seabrook is under considerable scrutiny from the public and receives focused as well as
broad- scoped FOIAs on a regular oasis

A wise man once tolt me never to commit something to writing that I would find difficult to explain to a
judge. In this case, I think of the Washington Post as the judge, as a surrogate for the public that we serve.

I have not read the documenis ihal were forwarded on 'his topic. However, a cursory review indicates that
none of them are labeled SUNSI, QUO, Sensitive, Proprietary, Security Related, or even Pre-Decisional:

If the Washington Post were to ever read this email thread. they could read this direction as indication that we
are more interested in protecting licensees then protecting people and the environment.

Is it the policy of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission to suggest that we "purge" our fiVes to prevent
"scrutiny from the public'"?

Jeff Mitman

From: Chung, Donald
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 11:12 AM
to: Circle, Jeff; Klchline, Michelle; Montecalvo, Michael; Ng, Ching; Weerakkody, Sunil
:c: Zoulis, Antonios; Ferrante, Fernando; Mitman, Jeffrey
,ubject: FW: DRAFT Seabrook NOED Request - Please Delete from Your Files
Umportance: High



Me are asked to delete the draft NOED request from Seabrook. Please see email below from Richard.

)onald Chung

rom: Barkley, Richard
;ent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 10:07 AM
'o: Lamb, John; Stuchell, Sheldon; Chung, Donald; Weerakkody, Sunil; Zimmerman, Jacob; Mathew, Roy; Cataldo, Paul;
Jewport, Christopher; Dentel, Glenn; Cook, William; Schmidt, Wayne; Trapp, James; Cahill, Christopher
:c: Khanna, Meena; Scott, Michael; Benner, Eric; Draxton, Mark; Reyes, Brandon; Lorson, Raymond; Finney, Patrick;
'iedonis, Adam
;ubject, RE: DRAFT Seabfook NOED Request - Please Delete from Your Files
,mportance: High

k NOED request was not made by Seabrook Station - The work evolution was completed in about 1z the LCO
ime.

ks a reminder, please purge the draft NOED request provided by NextEra from your email records. If you
orwarded it to anyone else, please remind them as well.

'eabrook is under considerable scrutiny from the public and receives focused as well as broad- scoped FOIAs
in a regular basis Thank you!'

ks the Salem NOED has been received and entered into ADAMS. and The NRC acceptance letter published
da;. pleasedo th~ee same with any draft .NQE-related documents from PSEG.

rom; Lamb, John
'ent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 7:36 AM
o: Stuchell, Sheldon; Chung, Donald; Weerakkody, Suni); Zimmerman, Jacob; Mathew, Roy; Cataldo, Paul; Newport,
hristopher; Dentel, Glenn; Barkley, Richard; Cook, William; Schmidt, Wayne; Trapp, Jarmes; Cahill, Christopher
c: Khanna, Meena
jbject FYI: DRAFT Seabrook NOED Request
nportance: High

3ntlemen:

abrook MAY request a NOED for its Vital Inverter Seabrook may enter the 24-hour action statement
iight or tomorrow. Attached is a DRAFT NOED request that Seabrook may request, I want to give you a
ads up so you can get people assigned and ready to roll, if necessary.

3nks

,ri: Willoughby, Paul [mallto:Paul~willouohbv@nerae ycom]
t: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 6:39 AM
Lamb, Jýohn
)ssing, Michael; Kilby, Gary
lect: Draft NOED Request
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,Per your request, attached is the draft NOED request for your review. As we discussed, certain sections are not
complete as the nature and duration of the work due to emergent issues are not known.

Paul

Paul Willoughby
Principal Nuclear Engineer
Licensing Department
NextEra Energy Seabrook
Paul.willoughby@nexteraenergy.com
(603) 773-7350 Office

,b) (6,);" . , - ..- ..,;.. age
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